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Voters Pick HenieyAs NewMayor
,
ELECTION TABULATIONS—Calloway County election officials make official tabulations as Tuesday's-General. -
Election drew to a close for another year. Pictured (from left) are Jim Johnson, Judith Ainley, Calloway County Court
Clerk Marvin Harris, and David Ballentine, representing the sheriff's office. Among the winners in the election were




























H. Ed Chrisman ( I )
COUNCIL
WARD A
Max Morris Elected Sheriff;
Republican Gains Council Seat
New political faces will dot both city
and county offices next year as barely a
third of registered county voters
flocked to the polls Tuesday.
Among the new faees: Dr.--Melvirt-Pc
Henley, a 42-year-Old- chemistry and
physics professor at Murray State
ilnivetalty will take Ids- neat as triayar
-of Murray in 1978, after defeating H-. Ed • •
Chrisman by about 500 votes Tuesday.
Max Morris:, the Democratic
nominee, soundly 'defeated Ted
Alexander, at registered Independent,
four to one, to win the, county sheriff's
race.
And a Republican, Steve Yarbrough,
first GOP face seen in public office in
the county, some say in 50 years, will
take a seat on Murray Common
Council. Yarbrough edged out Buel
Stalls Jr., a Democrat, for a seat on the
12 person cotmcil. - ' • -
Also taking a seat with Yarbrough
will be Democrats Martha Sammons,
David-Willis„ Dick George, Ruby Hale,
CITY OF MURRAY
TABULATIONS 2
3' 5 6 7- 8 9 10 -,IFt Total
154 181. 120 119 166 .177 167 273
75 131 79 129 165 118 107 205
114 205 36 1712
105 129 16 1259
Bud l Stalls Jr. (Dl 111 126 89 96 131 119 119 171 80 135 28 1205
martha-Swatravars TDT-128--1* --19(1-192-133-467---284--nr- 191 -33— TTT 3
Dove Willis (D) 162 161 106 123 178 164 152 243 113
Oki Coop. 0:) 114- 179 113 155 189 170 163 378 120
Ruby Hale (0) 106 163 117 115 158 147 141 224 1.20
BM,j. Bflt 4 -132' --90' 104 158 139' 121 217 112
Steve Yarbrough (R) 56 111 66 49 139 116 113 237 103
Irma LaFollette (R) 64 99 62 1bt---154 133 114 207 123
COUNCIL
WARD 9
Johnny Rickman (D) :.119 .181 IX) 133 17#. 169 17.4 _239 114. 212..22,, J720
Hardimen 16x (D) 108 168 112 156 195 15.9 153 288 133 197 31 1701
"WYá -133-186-125-112-131 riff 1-66- 20-1-21. 26f-32 Ti
Dr. J. D. Outland (D) 121- 189 131 157- 194 193 183 318 121 228 34 1870
Dr. C. C. Lowry (D) 167 226 146 184 234 212 201 • 355 157 245 36 2166
• Howard Beaten (D) 109 149 112 148 209 159 168 284 121 194 27 1681








To Open Dec. 9
Type 35 dark air cured tobacco (one
-sucker market type) sales will begin on
Murray warehouse flours Dec. 9, ac-
cording  to Holmes Ellis, general
manager of the Western District Dark
Fired Tobacco Association.
The traditional warehouse sales of
dark fired tobacco may Make a
comeback this year, most observers
say.
With sales set to begin in Murray
Dee. 9,1we• are-set here, Dec. 16 and
Dec. 20.
"This is the largest crop of one sucker
that I've,seen," Ellis said. Ellis said be
expects a strong market. "We expect to
sell about one and a quarter million
pounds against about three quarter
million last year," Ellis said.
Sales at both-- -llie----ivturray and




Calloway County School Board
members are expected to talk about
recent efforts to buy property adjacent
to Calloway County High, plus hear a
seven part superintendent's report
when the board meets Nov. 10.
Meeting time is 7 p.m. at-the-sch4.,
board office on College Farm Road.
Items on the agenda for the meetint:
include: a review of the _ facilitie
survey report, approval of leavea pi
absence and resignations, electiop
personnel, designation a new Title 11(
coordinator.
The superintendent's report corm -
from Dr. Jack D. Rose will inc;i
'transportation, facilities for , sp:
sportsjhe fire marshall's letter. CV,
program discussion, vocational 1.4,
study program, school-lunch progr,i•
and . architects' requeita. for :
4113e.ratien on anrnew projei:ts ", _
'
.786,000. The leaf averaged .107.38 last
year.
Mayfield's market is slated to open
Di and again Dec. 15, Ellis said. •
Murray markets are Farris Loose
Leaf Floottowned and operated by Cecil
-Farris, amkGrowers Loose Leaf Floor,
owned and operated by,larr" Waldrip
and Rob MeCallon.
Fire cured sales are expectedito start
in January, 1978.
By this time last year, buyers were
visiting the barns of • growers wher-c
they paid record prices for about 85
percent of. the 21 million pounds of dark
tobacco grown in western Kentucky
and West Tennessee.
But Tuesday, no "barn" contracts
have been reported - to ,the _ two
marketing associations that supervise
warehouse sales for dark-fired growers
in the two areas where nearly all of the
nation's dark-fired tobacco is grown.
Some tobacco bought at the barn last
year the 1976 crop was sold last
January and February brought snore'
than $1.50 a pound, and those high
prices caused the volume of warehouse
sales to drop to the lowest level since
the association started selling tobacco
in 1932.
Warehouse sales in the Western
Dark-Fired District, with headquarters
at Murray, slumped about one million
pounds. Sales on the markets at Murray
and Mayfield totaled more than five
million pounds in 1976.
Warehouse sales at Hopkinsville, the
Kentucky center for the Springfield,
Tenn.-based. Eastern Dark-Fired
Association, dropped from seven
million pounds in 1976 to_1.4 million in
1977.
William Porter of Springfield,
manager of the eastern organization,
said he belived warehouses will handle
a "substantial portion" of the crop this
year.
He said "there 'will be some barn
sales - there always have been - but
buyer are  to be more selective a
Billy Salentine, in Ward A, and Johnny
Rickman, J. Hardiman Nix, William
Furches, Dr. J. D. Outland, Dr. C.C.
Lowry and Howard Koenen, all
CtilloWaY Countians followed a
statewide trend and turned down a call
fon a- Constibitipnal convention, 1,340 try-
1„141.•
A host of state and county officials
went anappodedin the iee-
tion.
Current Calloway County Attorney
Sid Easley will take a seat in 1978 as one
of Kentucky's first district judges. -
Kenneth Imes will serve another
term as state representative in the
Fifth Representative District. 
.
-
UnoppOtici county officials Robert 0.
Miller will take his seat in 1978 as one of
the state's first judge-executives, a post
created with the judicial reform bill. -
. —Max Parker, will replace Easley as
country attorney, in npost that will be.
closely tied with the state and the
district court system.
—Marvin Harris, county court clerk,
Charles E. Hale, property valuation
administrator, and Huel "Wimpy"
Jones, county jailer, will all repeat
terms in those respective county  of-
fices.
—Thomas Walker was named county
coroner.
—Charles Bogard, Gil Hopson, Billy
Erwin and Dan Barzell, All unopposed,
will-take seats on the county fiscal court
represer—Ilurg-- diNthc5- one, -W-o, three
and four respectively.
-"I think The 'reatilla -of this election
show that Mud slinging d' wnrk
Calloway County politics and that
Calloway County voters are a little too
sophisticated for Arka-nias style
politics," Dr. Henley said of his victory
over Chrisman.
•'*1 halie serme -rnanagernent
Jec.haiques and. Ma nag e mept .str, lire 
that I want to try out and .see. if-we can
get city government on a little better
plane of operation, a little more ef-
ficient OPeratOrt. and .see if it „lcity
government) won't be a little more
responsive," Dr. Henley said.
"You always get excited when faced
with _a challenge of this magnitude,"
Dr. Henley said. The mayor-elect will
take office Jan. 2, 1978.
v.
"I respect the wishes of the people,"
H. Ed Chrisman said of his defeat in the
Tuesday General Election. Henley
beSted,the Independent 1,712 to 1,259.
"I had some support but it appear the
Democratic ticket was strong enough to
help Mr. Henley in.the election. I was a
little disappointed in the Aornout „aod
felt we might have some more people
voting than voted," Chrisman said.
--'21-4ust-want_lalllank_the_supporLof___
those who voted for me and the efforts
of those who supported me during the
past few weeks because I knew-I had a
most difficult task. I certainly respect
the wishes of the people and offer my
congratulations to Mr. Henley and to
the other councilmen ei,cted. I sin-
cerely wish to them and th: city a most
- successful administration," Chrisman
said.
Max Morris, Viho beat Independent
Ted Alexander, polling the largest
number of votes among all candidates
running Tuesday, said of his victory,
tiktr to thank -all the fieople-, of
Murray and Calloway County for voting
for me and supporting me. To the ones
who didn't support me I will also be
their sheriff. And for the people-who put
their cooperation and trust in me I will
inside today
work hard to make the best sheriff
Calloway County has ever had."
"I will employ good deputies who will •
work hard and With them will do the
best Ava-stia,!"- Morria-said, The shref-_,
elect said he had some deputies in mind
but deElined to reveal their names until
a Later date.
• "I was real tickled-with the vote thin-
-got,"- Morris said of his victory. Morris -
polled 3,913 to Alexander's 918.
Joe D. Thompson gathered the most
votes for five slots on Hazel City
Council in that south Calloway County
city. Traditionally the top vote getter In
that race is also named mayor. '
Hazel •labulatfons show with
Thompson getting 87 votes, John F.
Shendock, 82, William Pratt, 80, Dewey.
Ealey, 68, Ira Morgan, 62, Nancy
McClure, 57,-and Preston 13: Oliver, 53. "
There were some' write-ins in the
Tuesday election. George Weeks, who
lost to Miller in the county-judge
executive primary race, got one write
in as county judge while Dr. Ray
Aramons received one in the race.
recettred- 
publisher Walter Apperson each
Independent School Board.
write in for representative, while Ray
Reeves and Murray Ledger & Times
running for another office, the write in
was invalid. Robert Burke received ii •
Miller's name was already on the ballot
voterAdttimillerwgeorteaneacinhvealiecdtei-iulinpoosed o
jaileir: According to because
Thomas Rushing and William °C.
the city school board.--
Steve Yarbrough, who some
Republicans say is the first elected to
an office in Calloway in some 63 years,
said of his victory in the Murray City
Council rare.- "I'm just very apg'-
preciative of the vote turnout and lligi.
people were willing to vote on
qualifications of candidates rather than,
on party labels. There are no party
issues on local levels and I have- been °. .
told there is a move to make cities of
third class and above, city raced, on a
non-partisan basis," Yarbrough said.
"I'll try to do the best possible for the
city of Murray," Yarbrough said. -
Chestnut To Be
dosed Thursday
Chestnut Street will be closed to
through traffic from 7 a.m. Thursday
until 5 p.m. Thursday according to
James Cain,, resident engineer with the
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation, Bureau of Highways.
closed to allow construction crews to
erect support beams for the pedestrian
overpass that is being built between the
Murray State University housing
complex and the academic campus.
Band's Citrus Safe
To Conclude Thursday
The Murray High School band is
concluding its fourth annual citrus sale
today ( Wednesday ) and tomorrow
( Thursday), according to band director
joe Sills.
Anyone wishing to help the band get
to the Orange Bowl by purchasing fruit
can call 753-6100 pr 7534)23 and a band
member will make contact to take the
order, Sills said.
Two Sections-24 Pages
Kaye Peebles, a Murray teacher and photographer,
today presents two photo featur,es on varied activities of
students attending Murray Middle School. See Mrs. -
Peebles' work on Page 1-B in today's edition.
cloudy and mild
Cloudy and mild with a good
chance for showers and
thunderstorms today. Highs in
the upper 605 to low 70s: Showers
and thunderstorms likely tonight.
Colder with lows in the low to mid
40s Cloudy 'and colder. with
scattered showers Thursday,
• Highs in the mid to upper 50s.
Friday through Sunday:
Clearing Friday, fair Saturday






























- DEAR ABBY: Many years ago I wrote to you when my
• Lwasileas,y,„Laakipzi had nothing to lose by asking_ 
- ;for your help. In one. short paograph you gave me the
- *solution and replaced my anguish with peace_ tr zra,
:fa-ced. Will you please run my. letter-and -your -response?
desperately needs to _hear it-but not...from me.
'
-"
; DEAR MOTHER: Yes.. I will. And here it is:
. _ - -•
; DEAR ABBY: I have been married for 40 years, and all
vthe years of my married life my husband has had other
-women. He never had the same one for very long, but it
!hits been on& after theother. '
He ha's always been a lovitig-Irrid generons-hosbernd and a-
-:wooderful father to our children, and 1 know he loves me.
He has never embarrassed me by going out in public with
-another woman, but as discreet as he was, somehow t
always found out. I have asked him several times why he
needs other women, because I am by nature a very
affectionate person. He gets defensive and has no answee-
Hove him dearly and would never consider leaving him,
',hilt the older I get, the more-it hurts. I-am 60 and he is 63.
Can you advise me?
— TRQUBLED AT 60
DEAR TRULIBLED: Yoifsay you love him, and I believe
you do. To "love" o person is to accept him with all his
faults, weaknesses and imperfections. `
Don't dwell on his infidelity. I Vho can know the most
' intimate .neads.ofanotbar?l No.one has ev..e4Y(Iting...-,•:•-
: DEAR ..ABBY: I've noticed-that over Ole years, your. _
;readers. and even you. yourself, have suggested that you
"print -a letter. •
; 'As a printer. may I suggest that you are in error. ‘Vhat
you do is "publish'-not print.
. This may ,seern trivial to you. but, printing is . a
.:tirne-honor_ed_skill. requiring years to perfect: And a •
printer is an artist and craftsman. •
• So. Dear Abby, I'll leave the publishing to you, if you
"rr--• -
INK IN MY-BLOOD-IN -lort&DIN.A. 0
-  - .
DEAR psiK: All right-you print and ni publish. but my
Webster's International Dictionary (second edition,
:unabridged) lists "publish" as a synonym for "print," and
ris,a synonym for "publish."
....DEA/LABBY:it:513%ixer.e.ls.ar.Y.4OPo 41,a 131ar-4nfk
IV when only one persoo wants to listen Lo it. The simple -
. house hetet-0r  -
--iUeErr-p terwines.. It- chn .tan can-w-ira_an.),;..ze_ea • _
While my husband listens to his ball games. I can read,




DEAR AT: An obvious solution. Now why didn't I think
of that?
Tell your troubles to Abby. For a personal reply, write to
Abb)', Box 69700, Los Angeles,Calif. 90069. Please enclose





























 Frances Drake 
FORTHURSDAY, NOVEMBER IL Isn
What kind of day will SCORPIO
toinortow be? TolVid out what
IWKtittirsartuilid tlittlorecast
given for your birth Sign.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Keep both feet on the ground
now. There's a tendency to
confuse the imaginatively
creative with the offbeat and
ARIES e--2? impractical.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ' SAGITIARt IUS - elliity
Mixed influences. Be prompt (Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
--to- rejeet amethical, or eves--.--Morning hours favor the
ingiffly Tfu--Nitionable scheffiiii----eichange of Ideas, program.
Too much is at stake; too much ming for future activities,
can get out of hand. business conferences generally.
Accent is on the social after 3TAURUS
(Apr. 
day 
2y1 to May f021r.) flexibility. (CDecAPR. I22COtoRt 20) Vr
. Don't adhere rigidly to a course certain situations may be
when new developments
definitely call for a change cif more eamploi than you realize.
:polity. 
Avoid any involvement which 
eould-damage your- prioffriig- .
GEMINI ff,,gy- AQUARIUS ...,........
(May 22 to June 21) (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
One of your ideas which A-sharp and, in some areas,
others consider "visionary". unexpected surge of activity.
seems to have solid foundation,- Keep in step with events - but -
so give It. more thought and without anxiety.
don't let others discourage you. PISCES )i,
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 29) •- —CANCER i_ -,.,‘ 48042)- — -Catktion %wad_ In-businem...
. . rogtine damprIn your ardor for 
you may have taken for granted " 'you'd like to lose' weight-...4A1".224° '...44...." - - lieg drams.-- -Certain- lectors— if- Don't let the restrictions of j)
bearLdetvi overtax yourself. eTectry:twthit-with-detads,---* before the holidays — Why4ionieeethent. Bat. 05 the other may - prove otherwise. Be , ;
-1Ar_29azzli41-
NANCE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee
• Nance of Cottage Grove, Tn.,--, •
- are the parents of a baby girl,
April Mishell, weighing seven
pounds four ounces, born on.
Wednesday, October 19, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the
farmer Linda Carol Gibbons.
QUICK LUNCH
To make Hot Dog Spaghetti
Skillet in a jiffy:. in skillet,
brown one-half pound frank-
furters, cut in thirds, in one
tablespoon butter or
margarine. Add one can (14%
ounces) Spaghetti in Tomato
Sauce with Cheese and one-
half cup shredded sharp
.Cheddar cheese. Heat until
cheese melts. Makes about




Brenda Invites All Of Her
Friends & Patrons To
--Call for an . -
Appointmenr- --
Phone 753-3229
Located North of Penny
Owner :Brenda Jones
for- all endeintOrs, 
t join the crowd?- YOU BORN TODAY_,aza. noThere are judicious limitations
endowed with a fine mind and 1!anti Max L. Underwood
LEO 444g- unusual versatility. You are
Ms. Pamela Kay Garland and Max L. Underwood will be (July 24 to Aug. 23) gentler•than many others born
married on Saturday, December 10, at seven p.m., central A complex .situation in- under Scorpio and there is a
dicated. Ray for time until tr g vein of mysticism in yourstandardtinte, atthe St.. lawr.ence feetore. are-deored 4naltri- "
This is one time when just elm:often, too, a sense ofisolation within yourself -All friends and relatives are cordially in-Vited to attend. No "standing by" will prove which you should strive to
local invitations will be sent.
The bride-to-be is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie •
Garland of Murray, and.the granddaughter of Mrs) Rhonda
Fitts and Mr. and Mrs. John Garland. Mr. Underwood is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Underwood of Lawrenceville, Ill.
Ms. Garlancus.presentry the coordinator 'Mr_ the Jackie.-
Purchase Area Health Education System in Western Ken-
tucky. Mr. Underwond is manager for the-GoIden:Role -




Murray Bass Club will meet
at 610 p.m. at the Triangle
4nn.
Evening circles of First
Milted. Methodist Church_ _
Women tvarnIM as follows: 17.—weg! Adelines of Murray
Hannah with Mrs. Gary Hoh- wffI'meet at seven p.m. at the
man, KdthO -ivitylifirr —First ChriStiarr-Chtirch.
Maurice Ryan, and Wesleyan persons interested in singing
four part' harmony, barber
-7: 30' p.m. shop style, are invited.
Thursday, November 1.
Teachers from the various
schools will play basketball it
Jeffrey gym, Calloway County
High School, at seven p.m.
with Mrs. Yto_y  Folsom, all_at
s
- -- -: overcome. Unlike most others
VIRGO bel% of your Sign, you would
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "r probably not be happy in the
business world but, if you wereA friend may propose a
mutual investment. Better say to conduct a commerical en-
not _ This_ win „t be a good terprise as a sidelinc_yett could
period for venturing, handle it profitably. You belong
in the professional world and
LIRA _gin( could especially succeed as a
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) --- 6̀' •"" writer, poet, artist or actor.
Be prepared-far surprises -- Birthdate of: Oliver Goldsmith,
. especially--in- social circlese- English • writer ;- Winston
Certain odd persons or bizarre Churchill, Arrierican author:
doings may raise your William Hogarth, painter,
-eyebrows---11u4 -you -WILL- be --watiristfaichard Burton, Welsh
amused-. .- • • actor.
- _ Luncheon and program will
Ma son 's r UnIte„11, se at Call- owe' y Puhlic Library
!thdist Ch Women  at ttf.iYe 753-2938
.11;LeetRIVACYar-11.41 ,-. ay. Wednesday for-itineheon
reservation at fifty cents per-
Thursday, November 10 person., _
142.11b1.-Ind 1Giar
Senior Citizens will meet at Ellis Center will be open
eleven a.m. For information from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
call 436-5364. activities by the Senior
- Citizens-with-devotion-at-10A-
Homentakers Clubs will a.m., publicity committee
meet as follows: Dexter at meeting at 10:30 a.m., lunch at
Defter Center at 9:30- a.m.; noon, and table games and
Racers with Mrs. Roy Tunich work on bazaar at one p.m.
nine -st.m.;' South Murrly
with,Jo Anne Cavitt at one Lecture by Dr. John F. Mee,
_p.m.; Progressive with Marge Indiana University, will be at
Jaszcz at seven p.m.; Town Besheat gymn, Student
and Country with Jean Ben- Center, MSU, in the annual
nett at 7:30 p.m. • Distinguished Lecture Series
in Management, with dinner
 iidepenilence United,* 6:30 p.m. Reservations for
Methodist Church Women will dinner are necessary.
meet at seven pin. at the
churc.h. - —Free-blood-pressare-rhecks-
- will be given by the Com-
munity Service Department of
Murray Seventh-Day Ad-
ventist Church from 9:30 a.m.
to twelve rroonAtt file court
house and from one to four




service van will be -at Big
John's parking lot to give free
_Wool". pressure checks foam
9:30 a.m. to twelve noon.
Gamma
Sigma Phi will meet with
Julie English at
.Ne un  twoomer  aamurina 
wilt
 Chaptermret at of
seven p.m.
Murray Welcome Wagon
7:30 p.m. at the First
Christian Church for meeting
and installation of -officers.
Ann Palornio will be guest
speaker.
drove 1261.0W will meet at -
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall.
Thursday & Friday Only
Nov 1O& 11
VISA' (No Lay-A-Ways On Sole Items)
Sizes 3 thru 14 ,
„al MARCILE'S FASHIONS
818 Coldwater Read, Nem Ky.
Senior Citizens should call
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
morning shopping and by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping. •
North Murray Humemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. John Workman, 1508
Parklane Drive, at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 12
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet
at the home of Mrs. Ray
Mtmday -at 1:30 p.m.
•
Bazaar by Creative Arts
Department of Murray
Woman's Club- will be from
nine a.m. to five p.m. at the
;Calloway County Public
Library.
Breakfast and Bazaar for
benefit of the Hazel Corn-
nittritty-Center will be treld'by
the Hazel Woman's Club
Breakfast will be served from
6:30 tO ten a.m. with cost being
two dollars for adults and
children over ten and one












FEATURES CONTINUOUS CLEANING OVEN •
Easy-to-clean cooktop • Raised cooktop edge
zotches spillovers • 0,.i4,.,nvon panel. talksi
ond shelf supports removable for cleaning •
Automatic oven timer, clock, signal buzzer, and





Giant sit• oven • Removable
oven door • Porcelain eocimei
broiler pan and chrome plated
rack • Full width storage
drawer • Rotary infinite heat
surface unit controls • Reg








desserts on minutes in-
stead of hours. Conve-
nient 20-minute timer.
Large 1.31 cu. 0. oven
sic/veer bottom. 87-249-7
Good Si 0 . orst Soritowes1..r, 650
soT. '.5 Throurhort it,* 9.1 Ma, -Mors. ; 








Thru Out The Store
Outfits for Both Baby Boys& Girls







Check Our Christmas Outfits ,
Dressesit Pa9t Suits
Itt Sizes 4 toliX -limited Quantity -









At Xi Alpha Delta Meettn
_ • , J.-Z-77;
The Xi Alpha Delta chapter.
of Beta Sigma Phi met




Debbie Lyons, conducted the
Ritual of Jewels ceremony for
Peggy Shoemaker and Beth
Lasater and the Exemplar
ceremony-for Meier martin
and Sue Ann Hutson.
The ways and means
chairman, Mary Graves,
reported on the final plans for
the annual Christmas Bazaar
that will be held on November
18 from 6:00 till 9:00 p.m. and
November 19. train 9:00 a.m.
till 12:00 noon at the Federal
Savings and Loan building.
Other busienss included the,
decision to donate money to
-de Miiiray -Senior' Zithens -
and the Murray High School Members of the Xi Alpha Delta chapter of Beta SigmaBandy Phi ihitleceiuiLlibeir Ritual of kwels degree were (left)
4efresh4nente were servvu 
by the Executive Committee. 





Emerson, Joyce Gibson, Mary
Graves, Lindi -11011ge, vie,*







  and Glenda Wilson.



















to the Calloway ,44
County' High - . .
School Football Team
and well do it!
-.^4(Does Not Apply To
Lay-Away or Charges)
1113 S _ 42), en s
• p
-30 The Store For Men








Pharmacist Ron Housman, of seducah .
Pharmacy, congratulates Mrs. McWaters
- on her successful weight loss
"Since beginning the NaturSlim Weight Loss Program two months ago, I have
lost 14 lbs., and haven't gained a bit of it back,"-says Mrs. Patsy .M /aters,
manager-receptionist for a local doctors office. "When I found mysi having..
to squeeze into my clothes, I knew it was time to do something abi t my
weight. My friend had gotten rod results with NaturSlim, so I deciued to
give it a try. From the sta'rt, I was surprised how easy and enjoyable 't was.
I simply had my two NaturSlim drinks for breakfast and lunch, and ate a nor-
mal, well-balanced meal for dinner."
"Unlike most diets, NaturSlim didn't leave me hungry, .iervous or weak. In
fact, since starting the program„I feel better and have more energy than before.
Now, in order to maintain my weight, I simply-drink NaturSlim for breakfast,
and eat what I want for lunch and supper. For someone as busy as I am, that
kind of convenience means a great deal. NaturSlim is a program I can live with.
I recommend it to anyone who really wants to lose weight."
Do not accept substitutes. NaturSlim is not sold by any other brand name.
Holland Drug
109 S. 4th St.
4




Health & Beauty Scott Wa_l_green_
L205 Chestnut
Members of the Xi Alpha Delta chapter of Beta Sipe.]
Phi that received their Exemplar degree were (left)
Shirley Martin and (right) Sue Ann Hutson.
Mint-Seminars Open Thursday For Public
The Kentucky Home
Economics Association will
sponsor a series of mini-
seminars on citizen in-
volvement In public policy.
• The esuntnars. _am -ap,
praiiinately an liotr in length
and -include such topics as




BY W Meets At
McDougal Home
The newly organized Baptist
Young Women of the Locust
Grove Baptist Church held
-their-October meeting in the
home of Mrs. Charlotte Mc-
Dougal.
Gale Vinson, program
gave. an _ in-
formative lesson on the lay
person on the foreign and
home mission field-
The preisideili, Joy_ce
-Rouittatt, presided over a 
business meeting during
,which the - organizattbn
planned several mission
projects.
-The brunets, Mrs. Mc-
Dougal, served delicious
refreshments of coffee, Coke,
cake, and donuts. Other
members present were Linda
Beane, Jere Hendrick; Jerri
Mjos, and Annette Hanellne.
fectively, understanding how
a bill becomes a law, and the
citizens role on public issues.
The seminar for this area
will. be Thursday. November
10, at Darnron's Restaurant in
KeVil, Kentucky at 4:30 p.m.
Judy Wilson, Extension
Specialist, from Fulton, will
present the seminar.
All seminars are open to the







Mrs. Claude Vaughn of




Mrs. Thomas Vaughn of
Murray. has been itixttlent at
" the Western Baptist HosPitir,
Paducah,. _
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Russell Brewer of.







"Shadow Of The Staff
Grains ore the physical staff of life, used by roan for
thousands of years as a basic source of food. Some of the
most common grains ore wheat, rice and corn.. Wheat, the
worlds most important _grain crop, covers more of the
OtheireetilereP Other
groins are millet, buckwheat, triticate, barley, oats and
-At --hfome and_Heorth ,we feature-stoneground Whole
yyPteof flour withodeep, full flavored, hearty wheat taste,
o fresher_ taste than all purpose white flour. Whole wheat
flour contains the whole wheat berry, including the wheat
germ and the bran. All purpose flour, processed in huge
roller mills, consists of only about 70% of the wheat
kernel, primarily the endosperm, which is mainly starch.
After rnillingstrid before synthet4 enr tchmen1._ gdded,.
'811 purposesflour ,coriiafnS -only 2040% 'of' its original
vitamins and minerals. Bleaching causes a futher loss of
nutrients, particularly the remaining Vitamin E.
The Food and Nutrition Board of the National
Academy of Sciences now urging processors to refine
flour no more_tbon is actually required far consumer ac-
ceptance, and to avoid the use of destructive bleaching
and maturing agents wherever possible.
State ond-tecierol- laws require-that...all white flours be.
"enriched" with thiamine,.riboflovin and niacin; which
ore only three of the known B-vitamins, plus. iron, one of
the minerals, --- • ---
If someone took away your car and -gave you bock o
fender would you feel enriched? You hove to decide for
yourself and your 'family Do you want the "Staff of Life"
Far your quickbreads, nutbreads, muffins, pancakes,
waffles. cookies, cokes and other_ pastries soft wheats
•which are lower in ,...totein and less glutinous are more
suitable. Hard wheats are higher in gluten and protein
and are best for bok ii,g yeast breads.
At Home and Hearth we have o wide selection of whole
groins breads and flours. El Molina, Elam, Arrowhead
Mills orid.others hove recipes on the bag box- or ouror
baking enjoyment.
nosprm-pAir/ENT- 440ME- HEART-1-i- HEALTH FOOD-STORE in the
- • • clinton Atichtionuftsh-haf. 4..erte-,Cook -Ploi4a; 45--South, ynur
headqUorters for natural foods and supplements We in-S top ERA f rence_____been,dismisged tom _.,itojea4.440.40.4,1on e dal, Paducah.
_ - at Home Hearth, the pacesetter in natural foods and





Sixth -Annual Conference of
City resident . and Local
held at the Marriott Hotel in
St. Louis the weekend of
October 21-23.
attempt by
proponents to extend the
deadline for ratification of the
Equal Rights Amendment
beyond the seven years fixed
by Congress is an act of
• ••••• •
Donna Carlson of Arizona. The
banquet speaker Friday
evening was Congressman
Robert K. Donlan, Whose
subject was "Pornography
sind What to-Do Algtot-/t:"
Mrs. Barbara Frank
desperation because they-
know they are losing, and it is
an effort to change the rules in---
the middle of the game,"
declared Phyllis. Schlafly,
National Chairman of Stop
ERA, at the Sixth 'Annual Stop
ERA Conference in St. Louis.
About 400 Stop ERA State
Chairmen, lady legislators, -
and other leaders from 40
states gathered in St. Louis. •
ERA has been ratified in only
one state, Indiana, in the last
two years, and then by only
one vote.
Idaho rescinded ERA this
year, an act which Stop ERA.
leaders believe "cancelled out
the Indiana ratification."
-Nebraska and Tennessee also
have rescinded their earlier
ratifications. -
"ERA would be dead
today," Mrs. Schlally said, •If
it were not for the artificial
respiration breathed into it by
White House lobbyists, Justice
Department lawyers. and
millions of Federal tax dollars
spent -by Mt rafinlIssion on -
International Women's Year
even though the'law prohibitsci.
'lobbying activities.'
American women simply
don't want ERA, and they look
forward to its demise on
March 22, 1979."
- Among the lady legislators
chairing workshops at .Cht
-̀4-7-Slep zak -tisaereare we
---seester- Josef Gablphts -of
diens and rt epr esent atIve
PARIS PATIENT
Ronald Griffin of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, T, time by 75%.
supp4emertarispore-pfice,Ourafity-Aand_Senten1_
AM 6 days a week Mon. -Thurs 10-6 Sot 10-5
• HEALTHY HINT:
According to sprinter Steve Reddick, U S Gold Medal-
winner at Montreal,- bee pollen increased ht recovety
ADD A LITTLE SPICE TO YOUR LIFE
WITH CABLE TV.
Murray Cablevision offers an exciting blend of
programming ingredients for your
entertainment.
With Cable, you'll enjoy 11 channels brimming
with the full line-up of Network programs and
ABC, CBS and NBC stations from Nashville.
only Cable subscribers can receive.
Your TV will come alive with a fanfare of
sports, top box office movie attractions, and
educational. cutturalparirtifocat activities.
Take advantage of the $5.00 connectiOn
special. Save. $10.00 by ordering before
November 25, 1977.
Call 753-5005
Or fill out this coupon and mail it •
today! 5.
• .e• • •
Or
Monthly Charge for Cable TV is only $7.50 for
t3ine TV outlet. tax included,
-41Yes! I want Murray Cablevision. Since
I m ordering before November 25. 1977 I:11
save $10 00 on the regular $15 connection
charge Intm aware that the monthly
charge for one TV outlet is just $7 50. tax
included Please call me for a prioity
connection appointment
 _












Offer Fspres. Novernber 197 - •L _ _ --t ar•••••• •••••• • - - .....
•
^
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FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 given away each week
This Week's Susie
Minoan__ _ Workman 
*Nothing to Buy :No Cards To Priv:GAR You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing 'Wed-
- andarrwr11100------aLltaur Coatest-Varts
Morning.
oF.A.,.4..y„3-o4 Par r.aad tkar-Fatnaltoo-not ettgtble te WM,































































Prices Good Thurs., Nov. 10
































2 in pkg. 39C
2O oz. bag 69C
Frosty Acres Cut or Whole Baby














































-representation to a nation
governed by its people. We
have come a long way since the
historical- night of the Boston
Tea Party.
Yesterday we cast our secret
ballots in the general election
for the candidates of our choice
and voted for or against the
Constitutional Convention.
_Congratulations are in_ot*r -
ever'y candidate in Tuesday's
election—both the winners and -
the losers.
The winners in their
- -respective races will take office•
in- January because Thv
majority of their fell8w citizens
expressed faith in their
leadership abilities by casting
'votes in their favor.
Few people can be_ directly
involved in planning 'and
carrying out the activities of
government but we as citizens
do not have to sit idly by and
watch, as spectators on the
Agree Or Not
sidelines. We -participate
directly by going-to the polls on . 
election day and marking the
ballot with our choices.. .
The winners _ must, now
shoulder the mandate of the
people and loQk toward their
terms of office anuary. We
urge every newly e or re-
elected official, to consider nd
reconsider what lies ahead; to
devote serious thought to .the
IS-sties and-To. retheinVer-IISór
her obligation to the voters.
We believe in our country and..
-our election. processi-whicir-
the direct link between our
form- of government--and the
talc-paying -
Aga_in, congratulations to the
winner:. And the losers, who
naturally are disappointed,
should be consoled by the fact
that they were able to par-
ticipate in the election process
of their country. In many
nations in our world they would
not even have been allowed to
vote, much leg's run for office.
II!, S. Ir. "an Co r,in
Future Should
Remain Active-
, Two years from now, Kentuckians
will be getting ready' to' elect a new
,___govecnor. If the last couple of weeks are
any _indication, -the nexf 24 months
ought to be as politically active as lust'
about any in Kentucky. history.. , .
Certainly, the back-and-forth sniping
between Gov. Julian Carroll and
Congressman Tim -Lee Carter, R-
Tompkinsville, over Carter's charge
that coal operators had to ante-up large
amounts ofmoney to do business during
.the last two Democratic ad-,
ministrations should be ample evidence
:that the nest race for governor is on.
.Carroll, of course, cannot succeed
himself, but wants to be in the position
to pick the man who follows him into the
Governor's Mansion -here. Carter may
be thinking of making the race for the
Republican gubernatorial nomination,
although he says he will run only if no
younger man wants to make the race
and if his own candidacy would unify
his party. "
It will be worth watching in coming
months the Republican brickbats that
will be thrown at the Carroll ad-
mInistration in efforts to pick at the
governor.' Carroll's overreaction to
Carter's allegation about coal
operators, an old, old political charge
that the Fifth District congressman
apparently cannot prove, made the
governor look almost silly, especially
when it was revealed he had been tape
recording telephone conversations with
Carter perhaps__ in violation of phone
company regulations.
In fact, Carroll's reaction to the
entire thing probably succeeded in
• diverting the public's attention away
from the generally insubstantial nature
of Carter's allegations.
Pressed to name names and give
details about pay-offs from coal
operators, all Carter could do was quote
unnamed secondhand sources-not
much of a basis for disgracing the state
administration.
After a week or so of name-calling,
GOP state Chairman Lee Nunn jumped
in and suggested the governor ought to
see a psychiatrist, which proves the
Republicans are going to have to come
a long way before they can expect- to be
taken seriously by an electorate
overwhelmingly Democratic in
registration.
The episode finally petered-out over
the issue of whether Carroll's tape
recording of a conversation with Carter
was legal, illegal, good or evil.
And, the question of • the coal
operators' money got lost in all the
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included ,for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters shoultbe typewritten and
double-spaced"henever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger e,




So, the 1979 campaign begins, folks.
The Republicans are trying to -get off
Ule groufid; so far WithiRif muff-suc—
cess. Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane
bad discovered .after all_thrse. years
there is something to Kentucky outside
the confines of Belgravia Court and is •
eating a lot of meals with Rotary Clubs
lately.
Auditor George Atkins, who began
running for governor so long ago people
barely remember when he wasn't, has
decided he can audit eves account in .- rr
state government, something even
state _.government doesn't attempt. .
Third District Congressman Carroll
Hubbard continues trying to • be all
things to Kentuckians,. regardless of •
what congressional district they live in
and Lt. Gov. Thelma Stovall and
Commerce Commissioner Terry
McBrayer keep making -Speeches --
before just about anyone who will stop
and listen.
And, we've got two more years of it.











Soviet delegate at the European
Security Conference, threatened last
week to "break up" the conference
after -Western countries pointedly at-
tacked the Prague trial of Charter 77
dissidents. But despite rising Soviet
embarrassmeill a Soviet walkout 'is
highly improbably.
The reason is that the nelgrade
conference, permeated with political
sui I ealisiii anthirorty;--is-"Brezhnevit-
Baby"—the fruit of Soviet leader
Leonid Brezhnev's crowning
, achievement. That achievement, now
producing very bitter fruit indeed for
e Russians-'--was- the European -
Security and Cooperation Agreement
signed at Helsinki in 1975. The follow.9
meeting herelif european-statei, 'plat--
the U.S. and Canada, is supposed to be
examining how well or badly the
Helsinki agreements are being carried
Out — including the human rights
guarantees.
Although held under Brezhnev's
inprirriatiii,-the follow-up' conference
has become a unique and, tor the West.
rewarding denionstration of Soviet self-
torture. Unable to walk .out when the
West pointedly touches the exposed
nerve of Soviet human rights—the
diplomacy here is vintage congress of
Vienna ), Vorontsov mumbles feeble
threats of a break-up. The real threats
are corning from Moscow when a new
trial may be cooking for Anatoli
Shcharansky:.
Strong hints of a Shcharansky trial.
following the Prague trial of Charter 77
Protests Horoscope
Dear Editor:
L protest the existence of the
Horoscope Column in the Murray
Ledger anti Times. There are two
reasons for my stand against astrology.
First, astrology is unscientific.
Astrology does not accept the Coper-
nician theory of the Solar system, but
holds to- the archaic belief that the
stars, plants, and sun revolve around
the earth. In addition, astrological
calculations are off by one full house.
The zodiacal system became defined in
150 B.C., based on the apparent orbit of
the sun through the stars. However,
with the passage of time this orbit has
shifted, thus shifting the zodiac itself.
How then does astrology supposedly
work? Astrologers do not claim that
astrology is scientific. It is super-
natural, metaphysical, parap-
sychological — whatever term you
want to use, it is certainly not based on
logic.
. Secondly, astrology is an
abomination to God. Contrary to What
is generally believed, all supernatural
occurances do not come from God. If
there is an absolute good ( which we call
God), then it logically follows that the
antithesis — an opposite — must exist,
or how could we call anything good?
This antithesis is evil. Therefore, any
supernatural occurance can come from
one al two sources (good or evil), The
question is: how can you tell which
SoinTe a supernatural phenomenon
comes _from? Specifically, how can you
tell what source- astrology has? The
most logical answer is to see what God
has to say about it. The only way that
we can be absolutely sure of God's
opinion about anything, is to see what
lie says In His book, the Bible. Man
cannot decide what is right or wrong:
how can ulnae man presume to decide
what is sin against the Infinite God? In,
bleuteronomy 18:1042 iaas4 it says. „
46., •
"There shall not be found among you
anyone-who makes his son or daughter
pass through the fire, one who uses
divination, one who practices wit-
chcraft, or one who interprets omens.
or a sorcerer, or one who casts a spell.
or a medium, or a spiritist, or one who .
calls up the dead. For whoever does
these things is detestable to the-Lord."
According to Webster's 7th • New
Collegiate Dictionary, astrology is
defined as "the divination of the sup-
posed influences of the stars upon
human affairs and terrestrial events by
their positions and aspects." Therefore
astrology is detestable to God. In
Jeremiah 10:2 (LB), it says "Don't act
like the people who make horoscopes
and try to read their fate and future in
the stars." Deuteronomy 17:3 ( NAS
says, "...and (a man or a womani has
gone and served other gods and wor-
shipped them, or the sun or moon or any
of the heavenly host, which I have not
comrnanded."
Basically, God just does not like us to
look to any other Supernatural source.
for guidance other than Himself.
"...should not a people consult their
God! Isaiah 8:19 )"
The fact that most people have an
innocent interest in astrology and
really don't even believe in it does not
change the fact that God hates d. No
matter what motive the Murray Ledger
and Times has for printing horoscopes
or the public has for, reading
horoscopes, the source of astrology is
still'the same -- and it is not from God.
Any liaison with astrology sides you
against God — and that is a precarious
position. "For the Lord your God is a




416 N. 8th St.
Murray, Ky.
dissidents, seem to be calculated for
their blackmail effect on this con-
ference.
Thus, the Kremlin is saying that
either the West (mainly the U.S.) shuts
up about human rights or Shcharansky
is doomed in a spy-trial linking him to
American journalists. Shcharansky's
. sin, like the sins of the Charter 77
arisidiniland of jailed Soviet citizens
Yuri Orlov and Alexander ginzburg,
•--was-to use a provision of the Helsinki
agreement to try to monitor Soviet
performance on the human rights
pledges it made at Helsinki.
These pledges, signed by Brezhnev
mused, 'confirm, • the- right of - the in--
div idua 1 to know and act upon his
rights"—which is exactly what the
.dissidenta tted 'to- do- When 'they
established their Helsinki
'.monitoring" groups.
In the teeth of that Helsinki
guarantee, Vorontsov has become a-
ridiculous figure crying "intervention"
in Soviet internal affairs whenever
-Arthur Goldberg, the loquaciatOi U. S.
delegate, or another Westerner tries to
get down to the work of the conference:
review the "impleMentation" of the
Helsinki pact, including human bights.
"Day after day Vorontsov has to sit
there before all Europe and look
ridiculous," one Western delegate told
us cheerily. Indeed, the spectacle of the
Soviet Union hanging on its own rope is
not entirely unpleasant even to such
Eastern European states as Hungary,
Poland and Romania.
After Goldberg derisively called
"The Judge" by Soviet diplomats here(
castigated the Soviet' claim,. of 1n7
tervention" as "a complete distortion
of the letter and spirit" of the Helsinki
agreements, Romanian delegate
Valentin Lipatti -conspicuously strode
over to shake hands and congratulate
him. There are other examples of
restrained Eastern Europe glee at
Soviet discomfiture. •
Unmistakable Soviet pressure tac-
-ties-, a - trademark - of the Kremlin's---
workaday diplomacy, go beyond hints
of a brutal public trial for Shcharansky.
When the West German delegate raised
polite questions about Soviet Helsinki
-Bible Thought
Wherefore God also bath highly
exalted him, and given him a name
which is above every name. Philip-
pians 29.
I.ord and Christ — that is Jesus
No name is greater. No. one can do
Wore for the world — the giver of
LIFE. *
Isn't It The Truth
The reason it is so easy to know that
so many politicians are liars can be
found in the simple ingredients needed
to make a political lie 1— one person to
say it and at least one sucker to hear it.
r
EditorPurSiblishe'r r Walter I. Appers
on. a 3' 
Ledger & Times
Ft Gene McCutcheon
The Murray ledger & Tunes is published
ever) afternoon except Sundays. July 4. Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. Inc 103 N 4th St .
Murray.Murray K) 2071. y. 4  Second Class Postage Paid 
at
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
earners. $250 per month, pa)able in advance
By mail in Calloway Count) and to Benton. Ha
r-
din, Mayfield. sedans and farwtengtun Ks-. and..
Paris. Buchanan and Pur)ear, Tn $17 "O per
year By mail to other destinations, $32 50 per
year -
Member Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association arid Southern Newspaper Publishers
As
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to,
republish local news originated by The Murray













obligations to repatriate tens of
thousands of Volga Germans, Voron-
tsov replied that if the German -thinks
that by, intervening into Soviet internal
affairs he will in ahy way impove the
• solution of bilateral matters, he is badly
mistaken." Translation: watch it,
buddy.
Unable to deal with human rights,
Vorontsov is • falling back on.. sub-
terfuges to "clog-up the machinery," as
one American puts it. Adroitly dealty
with so far by Goldberg, these include
Soviet proposals barring new members
of military pacts(aimed at Spain
joining NATO), bringing the long-
stalled question of . mutual arms
reduction under the -Helsinki blanket-—
reducing the size of forces permitted in
troop-maneuvers, another anit-NATO_
gambit, inviting the Palestine
Liberation Organization to address this
conference.
"They are reduced to a damage-,
Limiting defensive game here," one
-Western diplomat told us. "The Soviets
have seldom been caught...in such,a
public bind."
There is another Soviet game being
played here; to break Western unity by
splitting off the more reserved Western
Europeans from the United States—the
subject of another report..
++++++
CLARIFICATION: A recent column
referred to Sen. Nunn criticizing
Secretary of State Vance for not
knowing about an alleged U.S. offer to
renounce the neutron bomb. Nunn was
talking about Vance's lack of
knowledge of the latest U.S. proposed
offer on European force reductions,
which Defense sources say includes
non-use of the neutron bomb in Europe.
However, Nunn did not mention the




retirement benefits taxable? —N.H. -
A. Regular railroad retirement and
survivor annuities and lump-sum
benefits are not subject to federal or .
Mate income -taxes- and should net be
listed on your tax -return. On the other --
hand, supplemental employee annuities
_paid under the Railroad Retirranent act:.,
must be included along with other
taxable incomes on your federal in- .
sone tax return. Ibe Railroat:_
Ftetiresnent Board will send annuitants-  -
'a form early in 1978 that shows the-totat- -
amount of supplemental anniiity
payments received in 1977—However,
supplemental annuities, art, in the '
.. opinion of the board's legal bureau,
considered exempt from 'state income
taxes.
HEARTLINE: I am 53 years old and
have never worked. I. was recently ,
divorced after a 31-year marriage. My '
former husband is 56 years old and has
remarried. I have several questions:
1. Will 'Ube eligible to collect wife &-
benefits from SOcial Security on his -
work record at age 62 if he retires-at 65?
2. Would it be to my advantage to wait...
tmtilkani659
3. Will I be entitled to widow's Social
Security upon his death?
4. What rtion-of hdbenefits am I •
entitled 6? 
. . _ . _
Will 1-lose any widow's benefits if 1•"`
should remarry? — C.M.
A. When your ex-husband retires you
are eligible for wife's benefits as early .
as 62 because your marriage lasted--
more than 20 years. You have to dfctde-
whether to draw then or wait until you
are 65. Consider the following factors:
1. If you start drawing benefits at 62,
you are receiving three additional ,.
years of income from Social Security,
but this income should be less yearly -
than if you waited until 65. •
2. If -you.wait until 65 to draw Social.
Security, you would receive,
benefits, but the money you lese during
the three year,s you did not draw
benefits will take approitmately. 12
years of drawing' to regain. This is
based strictly on income from Social
Security.
3. You must decide if a reduced Social -
Security-rate wiit be-sufficient to-meet--
your present and future monetary
needs or if the full benefit will be
necessary.
You should be entitled to Social
Security widow's-benefits-1mm yetitex----
husband's death. As 'a widow, you aye
entitled . _to percentage of your
deceased ex-husband's SoCial'Seciirits%
benefit. The amount depends on your
age when you start drawing your
benefits. It you draw Social Security
widow's benefits before 'ate' 65, your
benefits are reduced 19-40ths of one per
cent per monthfor each month priori()
age 68 that you begin drawing Ifensfits:
If you decide to remarry while
drawing. Social Security widow's
benefit, they would be reduced. The
effect on your widow's benefits- would. -
depend onyour age when you remarry-. •
HEARTLINE: lam 64 years oldandr
have been a widow for two years; I
would like to join a pen pal club to help
me pass awa,s, my idle time. Do you
know of any pen pal clubs? — S.K. •
A. Heartline has developed a pen pal
club called the Heartline American 60
Club. This club is for people over 50.
There are many thousands of members
theriughriut the country. We hae sent
.you complete information, ancLan ap-
plication form. Other interested per-
sons should write to Heartline
American 60 Club, 114 E. Dayton SC,.
WestAlexandria, Ohio .45381,
10 Years_Ago
The Salem Baptist Church building,
located at Lynn Grove, was completely
destroyed by fire in the early morning
hours today. The church was
established in 1848.
Deaths reported include Mrs Rosa
Tutt Adams.
American Legion Post No. 73 of
Murray will sponsor the Veterans Day
Parade and ceremonies on November
11, Veterans .Day. ROTC,. units, Girl
Scouts, Explorers, Veterans, and the
20 Years Ago
Murray High School band will be
featured in the parade.
Dale Nanny, junior at Murray High
School and son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Nanny, placed fourth in the- Kentucky' -
Cross Count' y Track—Meet --held—at-
Bellarmine College. Louisville.
Joy Swann, Ralph Tesseneer, Kim
Smith, Edith Sheeks, Christine Kod-
man, and Bob Alsup of the University -
School won honors - in the speech
tournament at Overton High jchool,
Nashville, Tn. -
Rain, totaling 3.36 inches, fell in
twelve hours' period in Murray, ac-
cording to the reading taken by B.J.
Tilman of Murray State College at nine
a.m. yesterday.
George T. Lilly, associate professor
of the Industrial Arts Department,
Murray State College, was elected to
the office of vice-president represen-
ting industrial arts in the Kentucky
Industrial Education Association.
E. B. Howton spoke before the
Murray .Rotary Club revealing many
30 Years Ago
Parking meters recently installed on
the square in downtown Murrat will be
officially in Operation at ten a.m..on
November lareccording• to the action
taken by the Murray City County.
Deaths reported include Ed Filbeck,
principal of Murray High School.
' Construction of the new radio station
here .4)., being delayed because .of the
steel shortage, according to George E.
0*rby, presidenfAsof the Murray•
Broadcasting Cornpany,__ 
• .
facts concerning the founding ana
operation of the Murray State College
Farm.
Second Lieutenant James G. .Jordan,
son of and Mrs. Merritt O. Jordan,
recently completed the track vehicle
maintenence officers course at the
Seventh Army Tank training Center in
Germany.
A ballon party will be featured at the
Murray Roller Rink, 1413 West Main
Street, Murray, tonight, according to T.
H. (Ted ) Clack, owner.
Jeanne Darnell, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Herman Darnell, was_crownerLas
senior basketball queen at Kirksey
High School. She is a sel4o?". Crowned
as junior queen was Marilyn Darnell,
Daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clay Darnell.
She is in the fourth grade. '
Miss Myra Ruth Sturdivant.daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John Wesley Sturfdivant
of Paris, Tn., was married to Lester
Glenn Nenney, son _of Mr. and Mrs. Will
C. Nanney of Murray, on November 6 at
thtStirdivallthonle,. •
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Marshall, McCracken Countians
Reject School Tax Proposals
Voters have firmly trounced
propos.ed taxes to improve
schools in several, Kentucky




stitution in the only statewide
—issue on Tuesday's balled.
With almost 99 per cent of
- -the vote counted, the ' unof-
' ficiaI result was 161,552 in
favor of calling a convention
to 246,386 . against._ The
referendum drew 407,958 total
votes.
Logan Countians, though basic, and school officials . per-$100 tax proposed by the_ _ . _ . _
they have long opposed noted that the State Board - of county school board th-build
Consolidation of the county's Ethic -titer plans - to; close-- three new elementary-school:is
five high schools,- threw out a schools that do not achieve a and renovate and refuhese -
la& - .designed to belp. Vie _standarj eating by 1980. ... other schools in the county, .c
.schools Meet state ac- Even so, the tax proposal T
In Marshall County a 
axes for medical care
creditation standards. failed, 1,654 to 412. fared better in sinne areas:, .
- -- -pr.-- opos- - - ed 7.5rcerit-per-$100 lair - 44ev.enee---4011-1. a -proposed 'In warren co"nty, voters- Cadiz end Trigg- County
for county schuotrautntonuce tax of 20 - cents per $100 of dealt a second defeat - 3,501 voters reaffirmed their strong
and construction - including assessed valuatton was` to be - to-2;382 - to a' proposed talc to support of the Trigg County




new - gymnasium at the
. county high school _ _went„. .a_ccreditation level_ at .all. five pond crowdedsoutity schools. per -$100to refinance the
• in defeat, 2,554 to 2,457. - ' .gehd'ats..
_ .
The state currently rates for a -tax of 17 cents per $100,
- '-- - - The proposal this time was facie 6--
678. 
tY VY a vote of 1,814 to
And Butler Countians
Lewisburg High as standard. trimmed from a proposed 27-turned down a proposed tax to A fund-raising drive earlierAuburn High, now rated cent-per-$100 fax that was build a new Butler County this year, to keep the hospitalbasic," is expected 'to get a rejected more than 2-to-1 in aHigh School gym to replacing "ba
rating this year. special referendum in August. open Pending the tax vote,one destroyed by fire last started with a goal of $68.000Chandlers, Olmstead and McCracken. Countians voted '...summer. The vote was 2,215 to
700. Adairville highs are rated 
2,805 to 2,027 against, a 10-cent-
-
- The tax- approved Tuesday
and ended up raising $90,000.
will also help finance atil-t
..sore • bulatice service In Trigg
County.
Russell Countians gave
strong, approval to a tax to
-a-new_Coiriatx-Iiiiapital.
The proposed levy of 10 cents
.. per $100 was approved 2,097 to,
-71-1; —
And Boyd County 'voters
1111111.1111 bulance tax proposal. The vote
were solidly behind an am- -
for the tax of 6 centS per $100
OD C g. s-upportfo provide long-rangelthonhuig-raigee
service- watt 11,163 to 2,772. -
Not all medical. proposals
succeeded. A proposed
Livingston County ambulance
tax of 5 cents per $100 failed
0111111111 558 to 331.
Fulton County voters
rejected a proposed 5-cent-
per-$100 ambulance tax 1,293
- • - • - , to 578. And neighboring Hick-FREE BLOOD PRESSURE CHECKS Will be given by 'the' qualified peAZineef tre' "` 'ari County's proposed-5-cent-
..Community Service Department of the Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church on per-$100 ambulance tax also
Thursday,Nov. 10, from 9:30 a.m. to 12 noon at the Community Service Van which will failed, 805 to 443.
be parked at the Court House. Also on the samC- do-from 1:00 to 4:00 p.m. the-van Frankfort-area voters
will be at Rose's Parking Lot. On Endo-, Nov. lithe Van will continue services from turned a deaf ear to Franklin
9:3010.12.noon.at Big to ing sPark lot, _
_ _
. ,-Cciurity health -Offieltils- Who
said a tax of pp to 4 cents per
$100 was needed to bring
.,Kentucky VoteTS Soundly- - <,24.9artment up to state-, financing of the cell* health
recommended levels.
The vote against that tax
was 4,575 to 2,045, _
LOUISVILLE, Ky. )_ fourth time Kentuckians have
Kentucky voters soundly said no to convention to
rejected a preposal for a rewrite the 263-section
convention to rewrite the citser. The 1hsr0te-;11' 160
was 324,777 "yes" to 342,501
"no."
Supporters
Constitution is outdated and
too detailed for government to
function efficiently in con-
temporary society.
Opponents, led by the Ken-
tucky Chamber of- Cotruneroe,
maintained a - convention
would open the door to in-
Revision supporters were creased government control.
counting on a heavy urban The chamber, representing
vote in Louisville and a wide spectrum of industry,
Lexington to supply most of agriculture and business
the 291,785 votes needed for interests, contends the best
passage of the referendum. way to revise the constitution
But substantial titan support is through ametidments,
to,matertalize„. nespitc_a though only two amendments
slim margin in favor of the can be submitted to the voters
proposal in both cities and in at one time.
nostheen Kentucky.
Proponents of updating the Convention advocates
1891 document blamed defeat countered that the amend-
on too little money to promote ment process is too cum-
the drive and general voter bersome for the kind of
apathy. massive reform that is
We just ..didn't have. the..i„peedecL . . _
fieancial resources to educate Chamber of ' Commerce
rthe voters," said state Rep. President Phil Thompson said
Joe Clarke, D-Dantelle, who he was pleased with Tuesday's
spearheaded the current ef- vote but was surprised at the
fort that began with enabling nearly 2 to 1 margin.
legislation in 1974. "When Gov. (Julian)
Tuesdays-- vote- -was the - Col , Lexington-- Mayor
Observers-Say
(Foster) Pettit, Louisville
Mayor (Harvey) Sloane and
the state's large daily
newspapers ell-supported the
passage we were fearful of a
clese vote," Thompson said.
• . -"We believe-Abe people who
did vote are saying to our
government that we don't
- want more; we just want
better government," he ad-
ded.
Martin Pettey of Louisville,
executive director of the
Coalition for a Constitutional
Convention, acknowledged his
-camp was dealt a double blow
by failing even to get a simple
majority that. 'would have
encouraged future efforts.
"It doesn't surprise me,"
said • Perley. "It became
obvious- months ago we
weren't going to be getting the
_ funding needed to bring this
matter to the attention of the
people." -
Perley said if Gov. Carroll's
strong endorsement of the
proposal two weeks ago had
come two or three months
earlier, the coalition could
have raised more money. _
"It's a vicious circle," he
said. Perley said the coalition
raised only $3,000 of the
$300,000 it estimated was
needed to convince enough
voters for passage.
Carter Probably Swayed
Few Votes In Energy Speech
President Carter probably
swayed few votes in Congress
with his bid for public support
for. his energy plan; ad-
ministration supporters and
critics agree.
Key lawmakers of both
parties said the problems of
reconciling the vastly dif-
ferent energy bills passed by
the House and Senate remain,
despite Carter's statement
Tuesday night that he would
not sign a final compromise-
bill failing his tests for fair=
ness and energy conservation.
Carter has threatened
before to veto aniina ccepta ble
energy bill, and a White House,
spokesmlili ' -confirmed aftW--
Carter's speech that the
president was standing by
those threats.
Democratic congressional
t leaders praised Carter for his
address ,to' the nation, but
generally doubted'his speech






Carter- of trying to turn the
nation's energy crisis into a
partisan issue. They said his
talk could even hurt his
position in Congress.
"He didn't have a program
to begin with," complained
House Republican Leader
John Rhodes of Arizona. "He
still doesn't have one, and he's
trying- to convince the
American people he does."
"He's trying to solve the
problem en a partisan basis,"
added Assistant Senate
Republican Leader Ted
StevCris Of Alaska. "That's a
strange way to approath a
difficult problem."
In an essentially low-key
defense of his energy plan,
Carter urged Congress to
`:sesist pressures from a few
for special faVors•at the ex-
pense of the rest of.us."_
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pass his energy plan - one
which he said promotes
_energy conservation while
being fair to both consumers
and producers and protecting
the federal budget.
Carter said he would use
those standards to juage the
final legislation produced by
Congress. "I will sign the
energy bills only if they meet
these tests," he declared.
That statement apparently
surprised few members of
Congress.
"I would not expect him to
sign a bill he thought was
unfair and didn't conserve
energy," said Sen. Bennett
Johnston, D-Li: "rdon't think
Congress would pass a 'bill
that failed .to meet those
standards." •
. Sen. Henry M. ,Jackson,
Wash., chairman of the Senate
Energy Corrunittes, said the
president "is telling it like it
is. There are no easy choice
in tnergy ptiACy."
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
An order by Franklin _Circuit
Judge Henry Meigs has
temporarily blocked cod-




order -was issued in a lawsuit
filed by Motorola, Inc., which
was unsuccessful in bidding to




transmission of warnings in
event of' storms or other
disasters. It also. will allow for
improved communication-
during rescue and relief
operations.
The state's Executive
Department for Finance and
Administration awarded
KEWS coritrattt on Oct; 10- Of
about $10.1 million on a
combined contract by,Farinon
Electric and GTE Lenkurt,
Inc., both of San Carlos, Calif.,
and General Electric Corp. of
Lynchburg, Va. .
Motorola's suit alleges that
the finance department
-....!!permitted favoritism at the
public expense in awarding
the KEWS contracts at sub-
stantial variance from the
specifications advertised."
Motorola claims- it spent
more than $250,000 to comply
with all of the, KEWS
to specifications. The suit says
the firm analyzed proposals
and on "numerous occasions"
met with finance officials to
protest bid proposals sub-
mitted by the winning firms.
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) -
Pike County Judge Wayne
Rutherford, an unsucc4sful
Democratic candidate for'
lieutenant governor in 1975,
'was ritelectad Tuesday for
another four years because
the death of the other can-
didate left the Republicans
with no one to oppose him.
• Republican Rudolph
Rutherford, wlip was, not
related tt) the incumbent, was
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Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
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Rockets Discover Importance Of
Murphy's Ballhandling Abilities
Irish Favored Over 15th-ranked Clemson,
Wildcats Picked By 21 Points Over Gators
By The-Associated Press In other National Basketball 
biggest margin, 108-89, on a
For Houstort--Coactr Torn Association games, the New 
basket by rookie Ray Williams
Nissalke, it was like knowing York Knicks beat the San 
with 9:28 to play, just before a
in advance _bow the bad dream Antonio Spurs 123-117, the 
VI minute splurge in which
-would-turn out and not being Denver Nuggets -cknined -th 
the .Spurs narrawedAhe difT_
milwhiikee Burks 111-141ancL_ ference to five points, out-
-We knew exactly what they the Portland Trail Blazers 
scoring the KftiCICS 22-4.
- were _going to.ktm,_ hut couldn't _defeated the Kansas City 
ge
stop it withdut Murphy," Kings 130-104.
Nisselke said after the New York 123, San Antonio 117
Chicago Bulls rolled over his Bob McAdoo scored -33
-Rockets. 41740*. Tuesday . points. -ansi Lonnie Shelton
• - .• _ 7-Wren= Ilellabeithicks to
The Rockets; playing their third consecutive
without the outside shooting of tory. . •
injured Cal4in . Murphy, - The Iinicka outscored- the
_coMmitte.d.. 24 _turnovers in Spurs 19-2 during five minutes
their fruitless efforts at of the second period. McAdoo
Chicago's defense, negating a and Shelton each had 10 points
25-point performance by in the third for a 100-86 lead.
Moses Malone. New York established its
All-Star guard Geor
Gervin led the Spurs a
with a game-high 35 points --
12 of them in that fourth-
quarter comeback.
Deaver-Ill, Milwaukee 101
Divid ThOitipi-en. -litt -2er
points and Bobby Jones 18 as
the Nuggets openeda 14-point
liad- early in the second- haff
and held on.
By HERSCHEL NISSEN/ION •
AP Sports Writer
• NEW YORK (AP) Most
teams th_at face Notre Dame
also have to face the legends
and tradition that accompany
the Fighting Irish, Fifteenth-
ranked Clemson plans a
different tacit come Saturday.
"Instead of talking about
Notre Daine's tradition, which
we respect, we're gonna talk
more about Clemson's
tradition and what we stand
for," says Dwight Adams, who




"Clemson is just a little this
side of heaven- - one stop
before heaven, you might
say.
Those are the words of Joe
Sherman, who retired as
.director of-alttnintrelaltoffild
June after giving 341/2 years of
service to his Alma meter,
of 
Which isnestled in-the foothills.
h BlueRidgeMo
the northwest corner of South
Carolina.
"There's something in these
hills," Sherman once wrote,
"that brings together and








cue, yout..." Airarwie woe:
Wok Thn Coypu.
, On Any 20 Exposure COLORU. ROL t_ DI 4 FLOOlt0-4. PAINTED ,
L./stir OW ROLL PER Weill&
Two free throws by Brian
Taylor and a jumper by-Bobby
Wilkerson put the Nuggets
Winters- then got of his 23 -binds 
--together and holds
- points as the Bucks closed a 
together rqen and women of
Jill persuasions, of all heights,
63-49 deficit to 71-70. sizes, weights and cultural
But the Nuggets stretched backgrounds - something
their lead to 83-74in the fourth that cuts across every dif-
























Anthow...Robecia_... wad jam_ ference, spans every gap,
penetrates every wall
Price and a layup by Tom something that makes a man
LaGarde. or a woman stand taller; feel
Rookie Marques Johnson
finished with an NBA career. 
better and ,say to all within
earshot, 'I went tOCIemsin!"'
high 26 points. There'll be some 54,000 in
Portland 130, Kansas City 104 Memorial Stadium, also
The Trail Blazers ,tell behind.. known as "Death Valley,"
44-43 _ but with four_ minutes when Mitre -Dame goes to
remaining in,, the half made S. Trenis-on affetuntS home a
high-powered comeback to 60= 24-10 winner.
48. They pulled away in the Last week's record was 52
second half on 20 points by right, 20 wrong and 1 tie for a
Maurice Lucas and 16 from .722 percentage, including, for
Rphgress,_ _ --unknown reil3011, the
- it Kings; • paint/ • exact.
_ ftm Ron Boone and 18 from Vegas' 35-21 triumph over
Richard_yashington._ made  Idaho. There are however,
one-final threat in the third - better things to hifln Vegas:
quarter, reducing their deficit For the seasoni-it'-e-4544(R43---
-te-44-4.--But the Blazers - 710 
stepped up their scoring drive Arkansas at Texas A&M:
to lead by as many as-32 points It'll be standing room only in
in the final period. the press box with scouts from
the-. Cotton, Orange, Sugar, formitiolis - the I, the Pro-
Gator, 'Liberty, ...Fiesta, Set, the Wishbone. We use
Bluebonnet and Sun Bowls whichever one we think will
expected for this battl bet- work the best." They should
fietnea.t.". Texashigh-"A&M 3144. Colorado... OkLshoma 34-20.
of- all work against crippled
-Brigham Young at. Arizona Indiana at Ohio State:
State: The suspicion lurks that Before the season, Indiana's
ASU Coach Frank Kush will Lee Corso quipped that he had
find a way to outscore Marc Michigan "right where we
Wilson, BYU's passing fancy want -them - off the
Arizon4.4tatc.35-2!3. schedule." Unfortunately,. the
Texas Christian at Texas: same doesn't now true with
The Longhorns have attained ohio state 354.
the gno. ranking despite the-- Michigan at Purdue: Will
loss of quarterbacks' Mark lightning strike twice? Purdue
KcBath, Jon Aune now upset the Wolverines 16-14 last
Itilatioes_ndy madMcEafactimenirnit, _thircthe
stringer. Saturday's hero will
be untested freshman Sam
Ansley, who has carried the
-ball all of 4 limes for 4 yards
and completed -his only pass




Miami, Fla: et 'Alabama:
You'd think Barna would let
up now that it's clinched the
Southeastern Conference
crown, but Bear Bryant has
his sights set on the national
championsip, too ... Alabama
42-7-. • - - --
Colorado at Oklahoma; The
Sooners broke their Wishbone
quite often in swamping
Oklahoma State 61-28 and
Coach Barry Switzer says;
"We've always had all the
-Mel 'Purcell Gets Win
In Stockholm Tourney -
Murray's Mel Purcell is on his way to world-
wide fame.
Already known all, across the United States,
-Purcell-is new-making-his-markin-Sweden-where
he opened play today in the Scandinavian
Airlines-Stockholm Junior Open -Tennis Tour-
nament.
, Purcell,ong,uf 16k players in Ow...world invited
to the tourney, and the only male junior player in
the United States- entered in competition, didn't
get much of a break in the luck of a draw.
In his first round match, he had to go up
against Holland's national champion, Frank
Janssen.
Purcell won the first set 6-2 over Janssen then
in the secongl set, Purcell came back and again
crtisheA, the Dutch national Champ7,6-Tto mov
into the quarterfinals.
Pureell's quarterfinal match on Thursday will
be against Michael Mortensen of Denmark.
Old Oak Tree
Restaurant ai
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
located at Buchanan Resort
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810
Sun. Thursday
7.00 a.m. til 10:00 p m
Friday & Soturdcry
7 -00 a.m. Oil
11.00 p.m
For Your Dining Pleasure
live Entertainment
'Scotty Bell
Stngs& Plays The Organ
Every Fri. & sit. Night
from,7 to 11
W.. • • •• •
•••••.-r, 
Hockey Standings
season and knocked them out
ef-ihe-No. 1 ranking. "There's
no getting around it, we've got
revenge on our minds," warns
Coach Be Sehembechler. But
freshman quarterback Mark
BerrMann could make It
closer than expected
  _ -
Kentucky at Florida:
Kentuck 's Fran Curet
enough... Penn State 37-6.
Pitt vs. Army at East
Rutherford, N.J.: This is the
best Army team in at least
five years, but the Panthers
may be even better than last
-year's national championship
club ... Pitt 42-14.
Kansas at Nebraska: "I
would think if we beat Kansas
we would be assured of going
to a bowl somewhere," says
'Maker Coach Toni Osbeifie`.-
Right you are, coach ...
Nebraska 40-14.
Memphis State at Florida
-State; FSU is a bowl con-
tender, but has three tough
gameileft-ivithMeriiphis, San
Diego State and Florida ...
Florida State 24-14.
Other games,
East-Colgate 45, Northeastern 11;
Brown 29, Columbia 7; Villanova 34, Holy
Cross 20; Navy 28, Georgia Tectr20; Dart.
-mouth 17; PTmt 12; Princeton 21, Centel
-24; nitwit Rodgers 13; Boston College
-*Syracuse 21; West Virginia 27, Virginia
Tech
remembers ilfi71 Ratite-irises- -
he wa3 at Miami and Florida
deliberately yielded a touch-
down in the final moments so
they could get the ball back for
John Reaves to set a national
career pass yardage mark.
Reaves' 33 completions in that
45-16 rout is a school record
and Curci finally gets even ...
Kentucky 35-14.
Temple at Pam State: State
has won the last two meetings
26-25 and 31-30. Enough is
South - Alcorn State 18, Prairie View
A&M 14: The Citadel 23, Appalachian Slate
14. North Carolina State 26, Duke 16; East
Garcia./ 32, William I Mary 21; Florida
aSIM 38, Southern U. 14; IfM1 29, Furman
13; Georgia 27, Auburn 17; Jackson State
15, Morgan Shoe 7: Louisiana State lg.
Mrlsissippi State 12; Louisville 35, Drake
14; Western Carolina 28, Marshall 14; Mc-
Neese State 22, Lamar 8; Grambling State
40, Norfolk State 20; Maryland 28, Rich-
mond 7; Southern Mississippi 20,
Louisiana Tech 17; Southwestern
Louisiana 33, Northwestern Louisiana 16.
Tennessee 24, Mississippi 20; Tennessee
State 35, Tennessee Chattanooga 13;
Wake Forest 16. South Carolina 13.
Midwest-Eastern Michigan 34, Illinois
State 17; hfinnesota M. Minas 20; W1chtta ---
State 27, Indiana State 16; Iowa State 30.
Kansas State 17; Miami., 0. 28, Kent State
14; Michigan State 37, Northwestern_14;
Missouri 29, Oklahoma State 22; Bowling
Green 31, Ohio U. 21: Central Michigan 36,
toledo 13; Tulsa 24, New Mexico State
17; Western Michigan 17, Ball State 18;
WI&Ctinsin 26, Iowa 17.
Southweat _Tema Tech V. Soothern,,,,
Methodist 19; North Carolina 33-virgada
3; Arkansas State 23, Texas-Arlington 12;
Baylor 34, Rice 17; Texas Southern 35,
Langston 7; Colorado State 37, West Texas
State 27.
Far West-Vanderbilt 21, Air Force 14:
Arizona 31, New Mexico 21; California 35,
Oregon 20; Pacific 27, Northeast Louisiana
-11; San Diego State 36,' Lang Beach-State
‘t', Stanford 38, San Jose State 131 UCLA
34, Oregon State 17; Utah 26, Texas-El
Paso 34; Wyoming 16,,,Utab State 13;
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radial tire designed specifically
to handle all weather conditions -
winter or summer, wet roads or dry Keep





ply tire, with polyester
Strength and dependability
5.60-15 or. 471613 Whitewall
plus $1.70 or $1.73 F.E.T
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RAIN, CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you a rain check, assuring future
Just Say 'Charge It'
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy, Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• Baniamericaro • American Express Money Card • Carte Manche • Diners Club • Cash
=MIMI
- Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
--Set to,,, fiwwwwwww-likw)er for irrs Price me Creed Tema. •sfe•)-4410444-At-G000peu.Seiwce Stnres_aiti Commsnatienletved ey Thrs Newspaper...tervicesllet Annaba At  Starred tanatints._
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7 4 2 16 37 31
5 4 2 12 34 31
_ 3 8 1 7 30 51
2 8 1 5 24 46
Adams Division
8 2 1 17 c 41 24
6 2 2 14 1 43 29
Cleve 5 6 1 11 31 40
Boston 4 5 3 11 34 18
CAMPBELL CONFERENC
PatrickOlvision
Phila 8 2 1 17 54 24
NY Isl 6 4 3 15 44 30
Atlata 4 3 5 13 33 39
NY Rng 5 7 1 11 42 4;
Smythe Division
Clicgo 5 2 5 lk 32 25
Cob 5 -3 3 13 51 35
Minn 4 8 0 8 35 49
Vancvr 3 7 2 8 31 4;
S 1 111 2 4 31 5;
Tuesday's 'Results
Los Angeles 5, Washington I
Colorado 6, Vancouver 2
Wednesday's Games





Vancouver at St. Louis
--- --,---Tharridayinklarrtes- --































Sale Ends Sat. Night
A18-13 Madman plus $1.73
F.E.T. per tire and old tires










Size 10-15 TL Load Range B
Pius 54 18 F E TINErtrade,needed
Lube &Oil Change
$588
• Complete chassis lu-
brication and oil change








Up to 5 (Its
of maror brand
10 30 grade oil
Ask for our Free Battery Power Check
Front-End Alignment EngineTune-Up
$1388 U.S. made cars -parts extraIf needed
I xciudes front-wheel-drive cars
• Complete analysis •
and alignment cor-
rection -to increase tire
mileage and improve
Steering • Precision
equipment, used by ex-
perienced mechanics.






Add $2.00 for air conditioning. Price includes
parts and labor
rnfl1
wp e o rn :tat n. i orati i,e_41 e ac nt rdo n
_sah, tinettune_youranginf _
condenser • Test charging/
starting systinns, time en-
gine. adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth
dotabit__running enigesc • Includes
Toyota: VW
light trucks Cars with elsc-.
tronic ignition $4 less
. . Mr. cordirdskt
- 721 S. 12th St.
* 7964595'
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
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Public Relations Important
Element To NFL Bon Rozelle
By_W ILL GRIKS1LIV
AP Special Correspondent
It was obviously al
mismatch. 1 ,
,There sat the Pittsburgh
Sieelets' "Mean Joe" Greene,
275 Minds. the bane





On the other side Of the
polished mahogany desk was
the commissioner, Pete
-6-1, 185- - pounds,
poised and unruffled in his
starched slurt, dark --fli- and
pin-striped suit.
-Not - --particularly
frightening. His words were
soft and measured but firm.
Yet for a gargantuan tackle
notorious for shredding rival
offenses It probably was more
urinetviag -than looking Into
the fierce visage of Art Shell,
- -towering • monster
-tnen.inn the other side of the
line.
The conference was strictly
private *between player and ago. "If I get half a chance I'll
commissioner but one can punch one of them out.
well imagine- --the--supine -Roselle, not easily shaken
reaction- of the 'bone-rattling by things that happen in so
giant from Duncanville, Tex.
"Yes, Are."--
-
"I'm sorry, conunissioner. I
got over-heated. I'll try not to
let it happen again."
No one.- --skis-owners,
coaches or 275-pound, tackles
=ever lay a glove on Rozelle.
Greene was summoned onto
the commissioner's carpet at
NFL headquarters Tuesday to
explain some harsh things he
had said about pro football's
officials, who he charged were
unfair in meting out penalties
to the Steelers, "Mean Joe"
particularly.
"I'm on a crvade now
againsik -the--  striped shirts,"
Greene Said after the Steelerte
game with Baltimore 10 days
No 'Olympics In LA?
LOS ANGELES (AP) -
City voters could keep city
money from being spent on the
1984 Summer Olympics under
volatile an industry, recoiled,
like a man slapped in the face
with a wet wash cloth.
Never heard such hostile
words from a player before,
he said. He ordered Greene to
-.come in and explainft.Pareene
flew to New York. He spent 15
uncomfortable minutes in the
commissioner's line of fire.
Then he flew home, carrying
the secret of the meeting with
him. The NFL never an-
-ISOM-Sees fines.
This latest episode in the life
and times of the NFL accented
the iron fist in the padded
glove wielded by the strongest




personal attention. . ,
The' chief executive of the
NFL has been unable to shake
off his public relations
background. He is always
conscious of the "image" of
his product - pro football.







Councilman Ernani Ber- eaPeatire, violence-, -36--pe- or
nardi said Tuesday he win gambling, he stands vigilant
sponsor a charter amendment guard.
that would prohibit ur of Los And he personally carries
Angeles city funds for the the spear...
games. He hopes to get the
proposal-en-- the June 1978 Told hyoid
The annual "Beat Western hpliot.
Banquet" spewed by the Such a measure "isibtonly
Big- M Club Is set for next way this futtwe taxpayer
Monday. safeguard can be guaran-
The banquet, which will teed," he said.
honor all the members of the Anton Calleia, Mayor Tom
Rae& football team, :Wlil be -Bradley's aide in charge of the
r---bektat8:3013-m-atthe-laycee city's OlYthale Marta, tea The this season from the Inter=
Center.  .__ council that last weekeiars-eational Heelserkgegue.--
All tickets are five dollars visit by Lord Michael Killaniii,
and will be sold only at the president of thesInternational
door. Olympic Committee, was
Club members are helpful in preparing the city's
urged to attend as are any bid.
other football fans in the area. Log Angeles, the American
Its a
4.700-
. the sixth time in eight years, ehildheed idol-, . . .. Jaw • -
--•;7-- Willa's- ..-- AaauciatiOn - -if . WW4 *-as-141"er°*- lilt lig- -to-y 1
Sp 
M TO rev.eM:-F'oster's
FIRING AWAY-Sandy Jeffrey fires away at a cloy pigeon reason is, as a kid, you relate
while Hunter Training Officer Brian Bullock of the Kentucky . . -Drava ' to _someone = a biack - who.
Deparimeaarriliarid-Wildlire Resources aids. Miss Jeffrey-- -"71- age Standings. - does-something-wet: That's- itart---1141- lack-41:41allia;ff '- - -where it otorted_ior .tne,, said Anderson asked Pete Ben l.o 
is one of the 13S students at Calloway County High School what - ' . -By The Associated press move-Trom-left field to thrrd
are taking the Hunter and firearms Safety Program. The NationalBasketballAssociation 
F°sfer
' - base, althwing Foster a Waist
. . .
EASTERN CONFERENCE 
Years later, his dreamprogram, a part of health and physical education, is being full-time duty: He responded
Atlantic Divison 
culminated when he played in
with 23 homers and a .300
. W L Pet. GB , tandhe sBainohhey°Boodutfi gid,Botwi hisMareyws ' batting averle -- and the
N York 6 3 ".667 - 
skills were overlooked by the 
Reds were invincible, winning
Phila - 4 4' .500 I% - two straight world cham- -
Buffalo 4 - 5 .444 2 
Giants, who dispatched him to ,
the minor leagues. pionships.
taught by Stan Outland and is in its third week.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Boston 1 7 .125 444
N Jersy - ---1 - - 7 -125 
442 HoThwute talent-sharp eye of Bob Foster finished four homers
Central Division 
general shy of the all-tithe NL mark
manager of the Reds, set in 1930 by Chicago's Hack
Atlanta 7 I .875 ' - produced i4 coup in 071 _that Wilson While breaking Ben- '-
Cleve 7 3 .700 -I
By DENNE H. FREEMAN "Maybe Richie can steal 30 N Prins 6 3 
.667 I% sent Foster to Riverfront ch's club RBI mark. ,, ,
AP Sports Writer - hami. in tha,,,,, wisecracked _ - . 6 . 4 .556 _ ti6 S4dStupti Vai_th 
!he Reds, giv:vig Yet, Fost_er worried. I d be
S Anton 5 6 .465 3',.2 
up-infielder.Prink Duffy rifig if I said I waSn'tFORT WORTH, Texes (AP) Corbett.
- It was an elegant setting A bit dazzled by Corbett's Wash 
3 4 ;426. 
-3% 
_ piteler Vern Geisliert. - surPrised," he. said TueadaY
Foster would prefer to at a press conference. Fosterreplete with champagne, -show, Zisk dutifully thanked . WESTERN CONFERENCE • , ,midives4 
Division
 . forget. his first day in Cin- had 291 votes to Lusinski 5.255.diamonds, and soft piapo . everyone, then told writers
7 4 .830 _ cm_innati. He requested uniform Dave Parker of Pittsburgh
music among Fort WOrth's later, "I think I can give them ..chego
high ----s "mesa-ay - /dor; thig- -ilme- -61tra- they had  A---.  .,. k_..... ..._. -.Jo._ is 55._t:Itist it was-third with-156-4ind-Roggia ---
inagnig.--siebie ta Inkisbig atstyair.---- - - _ - Denver. .._ .._.6 - 5 .-- - --- rlew" . w.545,-- i p t.- ,  ,,_ . .1841104'i theodtar, thaniPi_ d i. CV 1-43
e e It was my Ange es D gen I 2.
home at Shady Oaks Country Zisk, who has averaged .299 Detroit 4 4 .500 1% . ..
Club with his freshly signed over his last five seasons with . 'cc 5 7 .411 21/2 
10-year,-$2.5 million-contract. Chicago and Pittsburgh in the Ind -3 5 .375 21/2
Zisk, the first of baseball's National League, hit 30 home Pacific Division
new, crop of free -agents to runs last season with the Port 8 1 .889 ,.
There will be special in- candidate for the 1984 games, N;ar:akiontw,„  
-genie- --to- terms,- lifficbilly_.White Sol. . . 6ide st ,d. 4 
' 21 7 became a Texas Ranger and "Richie was the power we phnix 4 ' 5 .444troduction of players and the..._Is_the only_city_seeking them_ TVulervice Center 18% 10%. ....... --needed-ao-badly- last- year " - - --- — - - • -
7:- -"Rrbing-ataff-wW-review this -Iloweve.a, the IOC -will. not Carvette r" ---7711- 11 
bubbly
—Rangers-maiwitY _ ' wailing __t-- t _--Aao _ pc
_ Saturday's clash between the formally pick the city until it SaffaitodevYAAPPsooliame - . - --go. -14--ueiv- - wneriklid C°rbetrPr"Pecta-"td-e°rbett"--alle"uld have' -Seattle - -.- -2- 10- —.fill --.--71A-














Lanette Hunt's 5th Grade
Jean Hurt's 4th Grade
IGA-Northside
MA-Sod/Side













By NORM CLARKE _____ America went to a Cincinnati_ _number - at San Francisco. I
AP Sports Writer . player. didn't know it was Pete's," he
. CINCINNATI- ( AP+. --A-- F-ester--evereanie - fear-of-Said-sheepisitiyr"-Then-insked,-----
visit to a hypnotist, a sink-or- failure to develop into one of for No. 24," a homage to
swim managerial move, and the most awraolue power- Mays. One problem -Tony
the power of positive thinking hitters of the decacile. His 52 Perez was wearing it. He
have put Cincinnati Reds home runs, 14f runs batted in quickly settled for No. 15.
slugger George Faster at and 387 total bases destreyed
baseball's pinnacle. club records held by a trio of 
Seldom used and struggling .
at the plate, he was sent to the
.,"Thia. is the apex," said the Cincinnati's greatest hitters: minors two years later at age
28-year-old outfielder Ted - Kluzewski, Johnny 24, a crushing blow. His
Tuesday, after being named Bench and Frank Robinson. baseball career at rock hot-
Most Valuable player of the For topping, he, added ...considered returning
Malone' League,' "caderailgr.320 air-Wage. to college to take up ac-
that narrowly eluded  jiim a Only four other . National _wanting.
year ago. League players have lilt 60 or _ But a trip to an Indianapolis
Collecting 15 of apossible 24 more homera. The last time it hypnotist restored his shin"
first place votes, Foster out- was accomplished will 12 tered confidence. "That was
polled Philadelphia's Greg years ago, by San Francisco's the turning point. I learned to
Luzinski by 36 votes. It was Willie Mays, - Poster's - block out the negative,"
ibakbeaWartiAy-theStiseball tateliiy*literson.
It took a bold move' by
CINCINNATI (AP) - The
Cincinnati Stingers of the
World - Hockey Associaton
have announced a 10-game
tryout for Willie Trognitz, who
was suspended for life earlier
Zisk Signs Long-Term
Contract With Rangers
is 10-gallon hat on the head of the been the difference in 10 to 12 Tuesday's Results
RAndYmbrritan ----- '3- outfielder.
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA-STORAGE SPACE
For. ..home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
large businessman, mover-ranyhody
with a space problem.
Includes, Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
641 North, Center Drive
Near perk ins Pancake House, behind Cart Howard Used Cars.
U-LOCK IT -U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
5'x10'  month $1 6°°
5'x 1 6'    month $230*
8'x10'  mow.* $25N
















High bid Series 
Moose No. 3 14 14 °leant the drvision lor ua."-- in
.
Noose No.1  - ---e,...- is -a-.. - -Then came-the-boots-for the-- Aexas -finished- nine-genies - cueagn , waste:004
17 .15 15 slugging Zisk, who is never a behind Kansas City in the Denver 111, Milwaukee 101
Colonial Bread 
Min-re :Antal . ....._.1., 10 18 threat on the basepaths. . American League West. _ Portland 130, Kansas City
• -  6 22 -4--"'-  .-- - -45811-1411.8a145 "Frtela-V41514 1 --. -7"WiNiFiesdiiyill Genies
• al ' Rookie Of Week ould see last year, there was , San Antonio at Boston
- a - great nucleus of ntyl__ New, York at Buffalo
4
pickle Hodge ' t52
Ron McClung gag foot-5, i45-potuid sophomore
Tommy McClure 
High Tearn Series (SC)
632 from Whitehall, Pa., con-
Hodge & Son  tributed _ 17 tackles in the
Corvette Lanes 3551. , Terps' 19-13 win over
Mitual o 
Omahaleo(Team 
IL, series ( ,
--a-•,--" V1nailfria.
Corvette Lanes 3590 Other nominees included--
Hodge &Son • 2°52 North Carolina tailback AmosCoast Guard
High Team Game (SC) Lawrence, Duke tailback
Hedge & Son 
Mutual of Omaha 9°400 Greg Rhett, Wake Forest end
Team Game (.11C) _ 
,892 Tom Smith and Virginia wideMurray Appliance 
Murray liance receiver Ted Marchibroda.
Hodge &  
110011;
High Averages 
1977 Buffone OutMutual of Omaha 
Charlie Hargrove 188
Dan Jones , 1116 CHICAGO (AP)
1,Yrrite Dixon - - • ----1111-1.111ttilMarD011g"BlIffolteRon McClung 176
Toby Alter 174 been hospitalized indefinitely
Terry Darting 174 with viral pneumonia, ac-
Ron Pace 173
Jerry Bolls in cording to the-Chicago Bears.
Ken Buoy 173 Buffone had a temperature
Philip Adams 172
Gary Evans . in of 103 degrees last Sunday and
Tomm,vlikCiate.....   135.--thissed-all--but-two--play,s-in-a-
-GREENSBORO.,--N:41--(-AP.). hung' y pbn3rei a Ulf Ilia U71111. I
- Maryland defensive tackle think I can provide the long
Ed _Gall-has-been named the ball they needed-lazaa-hit-the-
Atlentit -Miler Conference "ball oor-of any pairaiiii r nice
rookie of the week. Arlington Stadium.
Gall made what was only his Zisk had 100 runs batted in
second start because of an and hit .290 while playing out
Injury Ari reale Salley The 6- hisaplion-with-theWluteSex.
104
full talents. Worried by a slow
Free for the Asking!
  -write
SPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
•
















, Murray 159-1 34
(
Winners of the Kappa
Haunted House give away
are shown with the donors,
LW. Dennison and Eddie
Hunt. Pictured are: E. W.
Dennison, standing then left
to right, Trip Nix, Eddie Hunt,
Janice Nix and John Paul Nix.
















Alpha Omicron Pi Sorority
Alpha Sigma Alpha Sorority
Sigma Sigma Sigma Sorority
- - Ai/she-Tau Omega Fraternity -
We Appreciate All Donations
Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity

















a" 47-0 loss at Houston. His status
is doubtful for this Sunday's





Team W ' 1.
Tiny Tots 30 10
M.F.A. Ins,  27 13
Astro Car Wash 22'2 17'-
Boone's Laondry-Clegners 221,2 17' -
Ky. Lake Oil Co. 7.  22. la
Keel's Purchase Tire . n 18
Paradise Kennels 21 19
Allen-Thompson Chrysler, 20 20
T.V. Service Center ------ -- ---13 27
High Team Garhe I SC)
Tiny Tots 
Astro Car Wash ....
Keel's Purchase Tire 
High Team Game 1HG
Keel's Purchase Tire 
Thy Tots 
Allen-lbosnishon Chrysler
High Team Seriew SC I
Tiny Tots 
Paradise-Kennels 
Ky. Lake Oil Co  1,6 1
Ffirab Team Series RC)
Paradise Kennels- .........
Tiny Tots 
Boone's Laundry-Cleaners  














Mary Harrtr... . 7 ... '















































































4., J--,.....„ We still have a food selection to choose from.
2 doors, Fastbacks, Station Wagons, 3 Doors. All in limited quantities.
..,
-PARKER RD, iNc.-,......,...„ ,...._,.....: N,TOO M Streetaul - -RILP)-5M- ,..-_Murtay, Ky.PI I' -
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(MI ,RRAY LEDGER I:4 TIMES)
Tbe Associated_Preu .to el, an _extra_goa157 . said
Playing with a big lead can Kelly, admitting the Rockies
put a hockey team in the got a little sloppy after run-
peculiar position of wondering ning up the lead, _perhaps_a
it get as advantage -datzTed by their three.
how to keep it. For Colorado
Coach Pat Kelly, that's risky
business, -
The Rockies ran up a 5-0
though - the.
second period of Tuesday
night's 6-2 triumph over the
Canifcks, starting
With Will -Paleffierit's score
just 42 seconds into the game.
Ron Andruff, Ron Delorme
and Andy Spruce followed
with one goal each and
Paiement added Anther.'
z' -When you get that big a
lead, you're gambling, trying
Bowling
Standings_
Sunday Night Mixed Couples
Bowling league
Team -






Lucky Strikes i 21
Hot Sbots 21
High Team Game SC)
Fearless Foursome . 676
Hut Rollers 661
— -7- -YearTeiirouiSorne 
_ 
Si9
Ffigh Team Game '14C ,
— Pearlegs Four Some . .7' - . 1! VS -
- . 4 Loafers SOS
Hot Rollers  805
High Team Series i SC i
Fearless Foursome 1898
Hot Rollers,  lfel
Invincibles 1811
High Team Series (ITC)




High Ind Game , SC i




And Seese  216
Ronnie Harrison  206
Women-
- ---KithY-Zia '110 -4' — ----- — -
The Kings were led by
Marcel' Dionne, who had hiS
first three-goal game this
seAson Butch Goring put the
Kings in front in the opening
goal outburst in the first 10 period when he tapped in a
minutes of the game. loose puck as it came out from
"We haven't learned to play goalie Gary Smith after he
positional hockey when we made a save on a shot by
hayeal-Lo2.1ead2' Dionne- _
Vancouver's !ion Sedlbauer The Caps evenett The Scoff
and Brad Gassoff provided a on a 30-foot shot by defen-
mild-threat to that_lead with. st man Gard - Smith aftefJie-
gdals iiithe first 50 seconds of " took' a drop-pass • from- Bob
the final period. -Kelly-started Sirois_
changing. players and The Kings came back on
acknowledged later he'd run a Goring's second goal. Dionne
risk in sending out players slapped in his first of three
who might not be ready. goals at' 14?1 of the second,
But Dave Hudson scored at" period on a power play and •
16:57 to end any hopes the continued his spree wfth a pair
Canucks might have had. of goals just 4'4 minutes apart
The victory, the Rockies' in the third period.
fourth in their last five games,
Moved Olorado to within two Get Free Agent
points of Smythe Division, ST. LOUIS (API - The St.
leading Chicago. Louis Cardinals have acluir
Also in the National Hockey free agent Dan Audick, an
offensive guard out of the •
University of Havttiii.







At the same time, the
National Football League clilb
said Tuesday it had dropped
offensive guard Hank Allison,
who Was claimed' ori" waivers.
by the Denver Broncos.
The 6-foot-3, 245-pound
Audick was the Pittsburgh
Steelers' fourth-round draft
choice this year. He saw ac- -
tion in preseason games but:
was released before the start-,
ofthe regular Season.
• -.334.1 The Murray State cross country team now Has some added
7-.42 Incentlie fiii-Sitiirday!ifteginnal Championships at Furman
University. •
— The .Bacts.,..who .Wete_i_afiked.. ninth ...in the...nation before
High Ind Series (SC) .
Men moved up another notch.
Andy Seese 674
— "RonnteliarrLsilitt • -theln-sWd- zatingA...w.hich were as of. October 2$ and dn..: -
Charlie Hargrove 541 not include the Racers' strong 'second-place finish in the
Kathy Zee 
Women OVC's, the Racers were ranked eighth.... 505
Nancy Todd 500 And more good news is the fact OVC champ East Ten-
Judy Kemp 148
- Ifigh Ind.-Series-11er nessee in now up to third place. That simply means that by
• Men - being. just 20 points behind East Tennessee in the OVC Meet,
Ronnie Harrison  666
Andy Seese 634 . the Racers could even move higher in the next poll.
Phillip Adams . . 620 flowever, to do)that, the Racers will have to finish a strong
- Kathy Zea 
Women 
631 second in tne 38-team Regional this weekend. The top six
Nancy Todd 614 teams in the Regional move on to the National Cham-




— - • - ,-. • - Men • - -- Texa El-Paso continues to- head up the ratings while
Andy Seese. . ......  174
ToM Matthias .  170 
Oregon is second and East Tennessee is third. Then comes
Tom Byars   167 Washington State in fourth, Brigham Young in fifth,
Nancy Todd 148
Women Providence in sixth, California-Irvine seventh, MURRAY.. . 
Jane Houghton.... . 142 STATE eighth, Rutgers ninth and Arizona lath.
Judy Kemp. 141 The second 10 looks like this: Washington 11th, Michigan
12th, Northern Arizona 13th, Penn State 14th, Illinois 15th,
Arkansas 16th, Fresno State 17th, Eastern Illinois 18th,
Wisconsin 19th and Colorado 20th.
The eighth-place rating Is Aheliighest-the troSS- Country —
team has ever been rated and in all probability, is the highest
a Murray Stale team has ever been ranked in any Division
Team W L
Fearless F oursome 25 7 -One sport.
Truckers 20 12
1 Loafers . 18 14
Hot Rollers 18 14
Invincibles. . 16 16.
B. A. Gang 14 18
Lucky Strikes .   10 22
hot sots.S  7 35•






4 Loafers -  . 807
Fearless Foursome. .. 783
- High Team Series SC1
4 Loafers.   1826
Fearless Foursome  1779
Truckers .. . ........ ....... 1761
High Team Series i• HC
4 Loafers . 2375
Truckers .. . . .... . 2238
Fearless Foursome ..... . -2223
High bid. Game.SC
Men
Virgil Sefser  213
Virgil Setser . ... 205
Ronnie Harrison  210
Women
Decie Beetle . 178
Jane Houghton 174
Judy Kemp  155
High Ind. Game HC
John .Green 249
Ronnie Harrison 243




League, the Los ..Angeles
Kings downed the Washington
Capitals 5-1.
Washington Coach Tom
McVie was. wondering just
what' it takes to make the
dismal Caps move.- - -- -
He said there was "DP ex-. .
cuse at all" for the per-
formance of the Capitals, 2-8-
1, now resting at the bottom of
the NHL's Norris Division.
"It wasn't so much what Los
Angeles did, he said. It was _
what we didn't do."
Deem 1?eal1e
Jane Houghton .
Sue Ann Pittman 















Jane Houghton  
Judy Kemp •• -
Hie* Aveiro'«
Men



















last weeend's Ohio Valley Conference Championships, have
!CAT CLOCK - Larry Seiple has been a pro for nearly a
decade - but he hasn't forgotten his alma-mater. The punter,
running bock and recilitkr for the twice World Champion Miami
Dolphins, takes time out from practice to display an "official
Hang Tuff" mascot clock for the University of Kentucky. The
clock is produced by Creative Leisure, Inc., of Jacksonville,.
Fla., a major manufocturer of college-related merchandise. The
firm has entered an agreement with the Wildcat Rooster Club
to donate • percentage of sales produced to support the
school's athletic program. The clocks are being sold for 327.50
ream/Fie Levitigfo4 Ifildeat CtubP-1,111111A524 - Lerineon ,
Ky. 40507. The clocks normally retail for aroend S.35.00. In ad-
dition to the football clock, there is also one shaped like a
basketball backboard.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street Phone 753.2571
Irsinbelievable, But True!
Buy From '550' to '500
Worth of Merchandise at...
*No Money Dom
*No Interest (For 12 Full Months)
*No Carrying Ckirges
12-Montbs To Pay.Atio Interest
Thurs., Fri., &SafOnIy
110ii;17-1849-- -






Cotton print padded. seat
Wskirt,back pillow. Maple
finish hardwood. 23" H
Battery-powered sewing
machine with thread, trim,
6 sewing projects. more.


















Types Twords. Keys have let-
ter/picture designation, 100's.
of possible sentences. Ages
' 3-7 04)9633
Lights flash, bells ring. Five steel balls shoot out and
bounce off bumpers. 301. x 15"W. x 43"H.
21/2850 3235
TV SHOW PLAYSET 16
I 'oh's' CarnersrArti6n, inermany scene changes nicer's-
ing rooms, autographei photos, record lots more'
39830 •
LITE BRITE
Create beautiful pictures with over 400 pages in 8 colors.
Bulb not included 1131/5455
SUPER JOCK
BASEBALL
TRUE VALUE PICK-UP TRUCK
Chevrolet Fleetside pick-up truck. Complete interior with
'starsrtrig-wheet; snapaction -Militate; Asap lglIgred tjtek
plated grill and, wheelcovers. Non-toxic finish. Hemmed






_. The perfect --camou-f-tage-,-cchlor-,- qualt-ty- - -
exterior oil-base paint! Formulated to resist weather
and water. Ideal for bare or painted concrete, wood
and metal. Stop n...see this color, today!
$449 ()OAR T $i 298 GALLON
. . r..- . •
HARDWARE STORE NAME
_
Bigger wide track rear tires, heavy-duty 
brake, high-
visibility color scheme. Dependable bl
aw-molded
constuction with heavy duty steel axles. 38" L: 
277 W,
• 20'4" H Ages 3 to 7. 
5405
DONNY OSMOND
Stands 12" tall. Posable legs,
arms With purple socks'''.
13/9767 777
MARIE OSMOND
4t0pd_s_l 1 V8.-.Jall Posable




Absorbing activity center re-
sembles auto dashboard
WS,Tr steering wAtel, paid, -
etc. No loose parts. Agri 2-.4.
08178030
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By The Associated Press
Kentuckians have chosen
their new district-court
judges-,-preparing for the final
step in setting up the new four-
tiered state court system.
The &Istria courts -start
work in January, taking over
cases handled up to now by
county; quarterly, magisterial
and municipal courts.
The top three' tiers, the
Supreme Court, Court of
Appeals and circuit courts, _
itireadY-areoperating.
Under the 1975 judicial
amendment, those elected to
the $27,500-a-year district
_judgeshipsmust be lawyers.
Candidates in 46 of the 113
judicial districts were
unopposed.
In one district, . ',etcher
----Ccdtrity us-eikern -Kentucky:-
there was no candidate for
-district judge. -
The - state Supreme C.Ourt
.apparently will appoint a trial
commissioner for minor Casea
in Letcher County, send in a
judge when one is needed.
• Twenty-three of the 66
contested races for district
judge we?e in Jefrersoh
County.
Stephen "Nick" Frazier of
Paintsville won by nearly a 2-
to-i margin over Jack L.
Lewis of PaintsVille for the
judgeship in the 24th judicial
district, which includes
Johnson, Lawrence and
Martin Counties in eastern
Kentucky. Frazier received
6,069 votes to Lewis' 3,787 with
51 of 58 precincistounted.
In the 34th District,
McCreary and Whitley
-counties, Samtiel-8.- Ca1Vrton-of
Corbin had 4,633 votes to 1,531
for Ray D. Baldwin of
Williamsburg with all
precincts counted.
In Fayette County's 22nd
District, Division 6, former
Circuit Judge- Charles-
Williamson was handed
nearly a 2-to-1 defeat by
--Juvenile-Court Judge Aiitlowty"-
Todd. With 35.3 per cent of the
vote counted, Todd had 4,824
votes and Williamson 2,951.
Stanton attorney Jim King
got 5,863 votes to capture the
39th Judical District seat —
for Breathitt, Powell and
Wolfe counties — from




--attorney Steven BOIttstr fOr the
district judgeship, 5,011 to
4,048.
In Graves County, the
judgeship went to- John
Danghaday, who received
3,172 votes to 1,796 for Wayne
Freeman.
Paducah Police Court Judge
Robed Myre Jr., a former
Livingston County attorney,
won 5,163 votes to oust
Paducah- attorney _ James_
Utter, who received 3,187, for
the judgeship in District 2,
Division 2.
And Bowling Green Police
Court Judge George" Boston
who thought it unseemly for a
judge to campaign, lost the
fte-e for district judge in
Warren County to former
Warren County public
defender Gordon Johnson.
Boston refused to make
personal campaign ap-
pearances, though he allowed
others to campaign on his
behalf.
Polling Place?
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
occupant of Room 129 at the
Diplomat Inn Was startled
Tuesday morning when he
awakened before 6 a.m. to find
poll workers entering.
The women were there to
open the Cardinal Point
precinct. The room had been
rented to McCracken County
as a polling place, but a mixup
resulted in its - rental to the
overnight occupant as well.
Election officials said the
man told them he had noticed
a strange object when he
checked into the room, but
didn't realize until Tuesday















New Barbie Doll that poses
like the models do. She has
a glamorous new face and
lohg sunstreaked hair. Doll
stand is included. 588
BABY COME
BACK
16-inch dol. Push her arms
down, she toddles on, turns
and comes back. She even




14-inch dol. Squeeze her
tuffirtrr-ellierit -maker—her
lips and kiss you. A tender,
loving doll that your child




A doU like the Polhilai TV
and singing star, Marie.
She's dressed in a fashion-
able stage dress and pro-




Donnie, dressed in hand-
. some stage outfit - looks
\ like the real Donnie on TV.
Children will love rilaying




11 V2 posable, fashion
doll in 2-piece bathing suit
with matching cover-up.





Her all new Mission Purse
includes maps, secret
assignment,. code case,
wallet, ID card, credit cards
and Bionic Bucks. Dressed




Has all new bionic grip He
grabs and lifts heavy girder
over his head with his pow-
erful bionic grip (only in his
right hand). Girder included..
CHARLIE'S
ANGELS
Choose Jill, Sabrina. or
Kelly. 611 are 6.2-inch
figures with jointed legs.
They're dressed in fashion-
able jumpsuits and boots
CRAZY CURL




and steam vents all




For quick sett,ng lasting
cutts- •Features *Condi:
honing mist, water mist








he ry of Hose s s .• row,
TO ad ,05
M111,11.10 M not r. 1,0.:5 Anse I will
.1445 • 'Mr check 'e'55 5t re'
De kr,..1 In purr fume the rnetrchandete
• Phe sae ace when the rnerchandme
seater* n, ~I*
r-herW.we wel be ay a
Dervey n•Iftg14 pne. U w rts.
w-.1.ntion ROM, I bar 04.1








selected hardwood. with. a
beautiful maple finish. it's
designed for your comfort,
yet it's -forktore design is an
accent. Features com-
fortably shaped seat, slat
back, and curved arms.
Deluxe styling with superb


















A IP ,)1onary new kind of
showerhead Gives gentle spray






Set of sor steak knifes !Yr sharp
serrated edges. Features stain
ir,ss steel blades and plastic
- • handles —
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) -L Kentucky
Republicans -have elected a Jefler*.).n.
- rountyindgeler the first tinie-irt eight -
years, but failed in their effort' to
enlarge the party's Minority in the-1978
Legislature.
. The other development in Tuesday's
off-year election was the shattering
defeat of a proposal to call a convention
• to rei:i-se Kentucky's Constitution, the
fourth such rejection in less than half a
century.
Mitch McConnell's upset over
Democratic County Judge Todd
liollenbach was the glowing GOP
triumph, giving the party its first urban
springboard, however shaky, for a
comeback effort in the 1979 guber-
natorial and statewide races.
But it was offset by sweeping
Democratic victories elsewhere in „
Lquisville - mayor and aldermen -- LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP) - remain as heavily Demaratie as it has Democrat William Stansbury, anpluS electien of a -Dernocretle.-mr/Orr.-..-Frioanbaft-ygntryccoffridaytgegtret been foeyeal Jived‘up to, his prediction of a' James Arnatta. against Ihe-rhallenge  -tht---60F1--.8. toehold AN poidoerat,_ ..to halAnee :ant Jikewa.Jaadalid4war_Republacan Russ Maple• GOP state Sen. Joe Graves at 
the race for the Louisville mayor'sdominate.4.._ 
___Kp.ntucky's- largest thought," he said. in . Lexington in a non-parlisau-- contest. - -Office being vacated by Efemocrat
metropolitan area, ousting incumbent
- by-the Toictd- Adirei hktifiiith the jetteiidn Theliollerthaeh-defeetrhe -Ha msrcian.ieemingly fruitless GOP try at ex-
panding its House representation.
Democrats now predominate 30-8 in
the Senate. The count next year
probably will be 294.
. Theyrurrently hold-a 78-22 margin irt
the House. The preliminary arithmetic
indicates this, will hardly chahge a
couple of votes, though the COP hopes
to pick-up sight or 10 seats, .
The clear Republican gain in the
Senate was the triumph of Rep. Jon •
Ackerson oveil5emocrat Tevis Ilennett
in the 14th district at Louisville:
Democrat Daisy Thaler had resigned
the seat.
But in most other races in both
chambers, incumbents held out suc-
cessfully - in whichesier party. That
stifled the poorly financed Republican
_  
It was too early to assess a less-
- publicized aspect of the election: the
Democratic Flush, especially in the 2nd
and 5th Districts, to elect -local can-
didates such as county judges and\
• sheriffs in normally GOP sections.
• That, along with the defense of the
- legislatisse-matority, was.financed five
times as well as the GOP campaign.
Carroll;
appeared quietly jubilant about the
over-all results, declaring, "We were
very suecess_ful,. :with scene_disT_
pointinents."
He called the . defeat of Hollenbach,
- -seeking a-third term as administrator
KontuCky's most -populous. county,
- "disappointing, but not totally
surprising...he had been in some
problems for some time."
The overnor claimed the
Democratic wins and losses in the
General Assembly would "'balance out
and the lineup will be essentially the:
utile-. when the Legislatiir‘conaeasii
in January.
Hollenbaeh's loss perhaps shattered
hi&. hope of running for lieutenant
governor With the state ad- _









McConnell now la the brightest
Republican star on the horizon, but has
not indicated his long-range goals.
In the Louisville mayor's race,
William Stansbury won comfortably, as
McConnell Gives GOP Toehakt
In Demo Dominated Jefferson
ounty; Carroll Comments
Republicans in his victory- speech.
"New we're coninglome.!.
Returns from 690 of 693 precincts
gave McConnell the victory 99,456 to
88,396.
There were loud cheers when he
began his speech with a reference to
"polls in April _
"It was 70 per cent for Hollenbach ..."
he began. He was drowned out by a loud
snum: itnu fltivr4fritiff -per rent
Mitt+ McConnell."
• The race was watched closely by
Democrats and Republicansointerested
in the political future of Hollenbach,
previously mentioned' as a possible
candidate for lieutenant gavel-1:1min.
1979.
Carroll had said Hollenbach needed a
strong win over McConnell to be a
- sing-Ithteende-randidate In MT. -
Carroll" admitted Tuesday night,
"We've had some unexpected defeats,"
County judge-executive's office, not totally surprising, in that we an- , McConnell said sharing the spotlight
Gov. Julian Carroll, a Democrat, said ticipated he had had some problems for with a Democratic mayor wouldn'tMcConnell's win wouldn't threaten the some time." bother him.
majority party, but Republicans •
viewed it as the a climb-toy/ant — But Carroll-said-McConnell-to-vain-was  "We're going, to hay  ̂something,' -
realer representation in tocal offices -s- totally' -offset" • -by-- the --Derneeretie -thisciaimuo,sty that we. have not had in
and the legislature. sweep of other area offices. "We have a a few years and that is a• split- ad-
"This is a great victory to all of you 100 per cent Democratic (Jefferson, ministration," he said. "I pledge to Bill _
who have beenin the wilderness a long County) Fiscal Court, alderman, ttardbury my cooperation. We expect • '
McConnell -told - cheering mayor and courthouse with-the es- to be on the hest possible.terrns and-to-
ception of collet), judge," he said. - --move this community ahead." .
eipected, against Republican 'Russ
.Maple. But apparently there was not
-enough fallout from Staulbilcy'S vic-
tory to help Holienbach carry the city's_
suburbs, especially in eastern Jefferson
County.
Hollenbach did not concede, nor did
P.4onnell claim victory, until five
hours after the polls closed.
But at Lexington, Graves conceded
-Filly and Amato's frustrated dream of
the mayoralty - which he lost by a few
dozen votes four years ago - was at
last fulfilled.
The constitution revision issue was
the only statewide question for voters
and it went down the drain pretty much
as predicted generally, though
MSU Art Prof Named To Association
James W. Stickler, assistant
professor of art at Murray State
Unjversity, has been elested_secretary.
of the executive council of the Kentucky
methods courses, supervises student
teachers, and is director-of- the-
Saturday Children's Art WorkshOps. -
His current post with the 1CAEA is the
Art Education Association tiCAEN by  second position he has held in the
itt.state itieinhentifp. • -organization-. "IR her -
He was installed at the organization's -Education Division representative 'for
27th annual convention recently in Port-the- beard in- 1976, the same year-he
Mitchell. . conducted an instructional games
workshop and delivered an address on
The executive council is the decision- multi-aft curriculums at the con-
-making -body-end establishes programs- vention. 
and- positions of the state organization, SticRier was formerly a faculty
which is an affiliate of the National Art member .at Penn State University
education Association. where he earned the M.S. degree in art
Stickler, wi.ó joined th-e*urlaySta-V-Wcallon and Is a 'Phi) cancliatelli-
lacillfyili1975;is the area chairinall Of earrifed the-B.S.-M-6d education- degree
art education programs. He teaches art at Kutztown (Pa.) State College.
512 So. 12th Murray, Ky.
We Reserve the Right To Limit Quantities
Convention
'Tabulations
-- -Here is the result of Kentucky
voting on whether to call a con-
stitutional convention, with 3,324 of
3,367 precingts tabulated.
For: 161,552
AgainsL 246,386 Needed for adop-
tion: 291,785 yoke in favor.
STUDY PIONEER UFE-A group of Murray. Middle School seventh grade social
studies sfudents recently visited a reconstructed- log cabin built by Joe Keeslar of nearAlmo. In the photo above, Keeslar is shown discussing the Kentucky Long Rifle, and af-
-ler she illgarsOonitCettar dernonstrAind fibw the siieaponis used. kddifional pictures
-unthelourcan be found on Page 1-B in todzy's issue. -
Photo b Ka ereelsles
Excluding Tobacco and Dairy Products
*We will not accept BankAmericard during this sale *Limited Quantities On Meats
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Barely Lost To Pettit In '73
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP )—
'Lexington Mayor-elect James
-Otinuny" Amato has called
his comfortable victory over
state Sen. Joe Graves "a
mandate...to-go. out and.solve
some of these problems before
they get too large."
Amato, generally con-
sidered the frontrunner
throughout the campaign, counted. wished him well.
defeKted Graves by am ;. He told a small crqwd of Amato camp apparently
unofficial vote kaf 22,338 to supporters, "it looks like I'm a as taken by surprise ,by
17,794 with 149 of 156 precincts -better .dancer than I am a Graves' early concession. The
reporting. candidate, so we might as well winning candidate hadn't
Graves conceded defeat Nfat--liave.inocia music," asking this;:-aerived, 414-4tis headquarters
an hour after the polls closed,- --band at his headquarters to- yet. --
when unofficial returns -- play on. Supporters, including state
showed him trailing by about - He congratulated Amato on Commerce Commissioner
3,000 votes out of about 28,000 running "a fine race" and Terry McBrayer cheered
Amato when he entered,
looking happy but tired.
He said he remembered his
slim 300-vote lead ?earl); on.
election night the first time he
ran ft'r 
mayoratittiont.But he said he believed
some support had carried over
from his 1973 race. Voters
(I him because he
Airlt IN • II 11 IN •.UUU ii . 111
II III MI IN NENE.je •
lei Al 
P---Th
L.,isms'• in• a ais a is • LI ill 'A
• • • • • • Mt • • • me me -me • dm A1111111•11••b••••111123 111•111110111
ome items not exacti as sictured




identified issues and offered
smcific solutions, he said.
During a Oriel meeting wjtJa
Graves at city hall; Amato?
asked Graves to join withhim
in-selvingeitypt Ark-His.
He said he has asked two of
his friends to serve on a
transition team to work ,with
outgoing Kayos Foster Pettit
on an orderly change of. ad- had reverted votes east to --• -
ministration. Pettit, and the election finally-
air cowly-_‘ sip settled in the courts. -----
deflated -in his 1973 mayoral • The theme of Arnato's 1977
bid by Pettit. campaign reflected the 7
' ATTIWKWIOSK-br5tr*VMUrOrtilTInell,; _ of the
about 40,000 cast, after previous election. Bumper__
thinking he had won, on stickers and billboards
election night. A faulty voting proclaimed "This time,'
booth was discovered- which Amato." 
VAPANANWV.
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Winner of By. Labe American Bass Fisherman Cham-
pionship, Nov. 2, 1977 Shorty loons topped the field of
the top 50 fishermen and won 510,000 cash, using a
Lunker lure. Also the largest fish, on 5 lb. 5 oz. Lunker
was caught on this lure
We salute A.B.F. for the successful fish release of this
tournament. Out of 417 fish caught in the two day
event, 414 were weighed eve and released back into
the lake.
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S.P0111 on demand, thermostic heat
.eirl a curl in 10 minutes.
Yodel 200
Sale $ 1 1 95
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I Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Routon Dies Funeral Thursday
Today At Age 76 At Local Chapel
- Mrs. Nova Mae Hei -of
MurrayRouts
Grove -community, died this--
morning about two o'clock at
her home. She was 76 years of
age_ and the wife of Robert
Routon who died in 1962.
The deceased was a
member of the- Williams
Chapel Church of Christ and
was a retired employee of the
Snack Bar at Murray State
University. Born April 1, 1901,
in Calloway County, she was
the daughter of the late
Delmus Rogers and Virginia
Howard Rogers.
Mrs. Routon is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Quitrnon
Helen) Herndon, Farmington
Route One; five brothers,
Hafford and Hillard Rogers of
Murray, Clay; _ Rogers,
Dallas, Texas, Et an Rogers,
•East St. Louis, Ill., and
For Howell Smith
The funeral for ...Howell
Smith of Dexter will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at tbe
chapel of the Max Chruchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Julian Warren officiating.
Music will- be by the Warren
Qiitirtet. '
Pallbearers will be J. D.,
Dick, James, Whitnell,
Phillip, Roy, and Bobby
Morris, and Bud _Thorn, all
nephews. Burial will follow in
the Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Smith, age 70, died
Tuesday at 7:30 a.m. at .the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. *Laura ,Dixon Smith,
Dexter; one !.^..gliter, Mrs.
Bon L. Canter's
Funeral Thursday
Services for Bon L. Canter
- o!807 Vine -Street, Murray,-
'will be held Thursday at one ---
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Dr. David C: R003
officiating.
Pallbearers will be Keith,
Jimmy, Mark, and Don Hays,
Kim Wilson, ,and Joe Pat
McCallon. Honorary
pallbearers will be members
of Murray badge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons. Burial
will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
,.funeral home.
Mr. Canter, age 81, died
Tuesday at three a.m. at the
Westview Nursing Home. Hip
wife, Mrs. Bess Hays Canter,
died November 14, 1972. He
was a member of the First
Charles Rolers,- nia, san 
(Nida) pu tt, Dexter; Christian Church, Murray
TAW; severe nieces and -thrie stepdaughters, 
ladgeNo..105_F. &AAA., and
nephews. Steve Missek, Greensboro,
Funeral arrangements are Pa., Mrs. Nova Paschall,
incomplete, but friends may Hazel Route One, and Mrs.
call at the J. H. Churchill Jerry McCallon, Murray;
Funeral Home after four p.m. three step sons, Leon Duncan,
Almo, - Prentice Duncan,
Dexter, and Leonard Duncan,
Lyon County; one sister, Mrs.
I,ottie Murrell Overby,
Dexter; one brother, Hudson
Smith, Murray Route Three;
seventeen step grandchildren;
The funeral for Barnett one step great grandchild.
McGregor of Benton Route
Two is being held today at one Final Rites Today
p.m. at the chapel of the -• -
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev. For Loyal Bucy is being held today at two p.m.
Jerel Trees officiating. at the chapel of the Max
Serving as pallbearers are Final rites for Loyal Bucy of Churchill Funeral Home with
Jimmy Lester, Kepeth Peek, -619 Ellis Drive, Murray;-are' the Rev. Jack Jones and the
"Anon Cunningham, Edwin being held today attwop.m7sitit Rev. 'William Taylor of-
Jones, Rudy Cunningham, and the chapel of the Blalock- ficiating. The song service is
Travis Wilcox. Sonny Rose, Coleman Funeral Home with by the choir of the Cherry
Rudy Cox, and Thad Copeland Bro. Harold Arnett and Bro. Corner Baptist Church with
are honorary pallbearers. Jerrell White officiating. Mrs. Anna Requarth as pianist.
Burial will follow in the Otto Erwin is the organist. Serving as pallbearers are
Benton Cemetery. Pallbearers are Woodrow Hoyt Roberts, J. L. and
Mr. McGregor, age 73, died- _and Allen Bucy, Clyde Steele, Palmer. _Culpepper, J.oho
Thursday.
Barnett McGregor
Dies At His Home
rBEW Union No. 816,
Paducah; and a' retired
electrician with the Tennessee
Valley Authority.
-Ile is survived by-a sister-in-
law, Mrs. H. E. McCallon,




- The itaner4lar 'Mrs. Lottiei
Farris, widow of Otho Farris,.
Monday at 530 a.m, at hia• MitchelL __B_Ohby Lassiter, Wayne Wilson, and
home: He was a *retired far- SnIceland,' and Earl Byerly. " Jimmy Fore. Burial will
mer and a member of the burial will follow in the Hicks follow in the Old Salem
First Baptist Church, Benton. Cemetery. Cemetery.
Survivors are one daughter, Mr. Bucy, age 84, died Mrs. Farris, age 74, died
Mrs. Roswell Smith, and one Monday at 8:50 p.m. at the Tuesday at one 
a.m. at the
son, Kenneth McGregor,. Benton Municipal _Hospital,. Murry-Calloway 
County
Benton; one sister, Mrs.-. He was a retired farmer and a Hospital. She waS a member
Angline Johnston, ' Paducah; member of the Pleasant of the Locust Grove Baptist - Murray. 
State:
„.„
"THX 1138," an 88-minute
color film directed by George ,
Lucas of "Star Wars" fame,
will be shown at Murray
University Tuesday, Nov. 15,
as another offering of the Fine
Arts Film Series.
Scheduled for 7 p.m. in
Room 423 of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center, the film is
open to the public at no ad-
mission charge. It is part of a
series sponsored jointly by the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery at Murray State.'
In 1971 film has been hailed
by some as the finest science
fiction film since "2001: A
Space Odyssey."
Set in the 25th century, the
story concerns a man and a
woman who rebel against
their rigidly controlled
society. In refusing to take a
daily dosage of drugs that
curbs all aggressive ten-
dencies and in becoming
lovers strictly forbidden. by
the government), the two
mark themselves as
criminals.
A chilling jail-break and a
harrowing flight from the
authorities through vast
subterranean tunnels provide
the climax for the film.
The film series project
during the year at Murray
State is designed to promote
the showing and discussion of
quality films and the exposure
of people throughout the area
to film as an art form.
THE nEws
In BRIEF 
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) -
Isabella Cannop, a 73-year-old
political novice given little
chance when she began a
(Nilotic campaign withal pair
of tennis shoe& draped around
her neck, has scored a stun-
ning upset over incumbent
Mayor Jyles Coggins.
A retired librarian, Mrs.
Cannon ,rode into office with
the backing of groups seeking
to save neighborhoods from
developers and a coalition of
young people, professionals
and academics..




Mrs. Nola Swift Ducttch
died Monday at her residence.
She was 80 years of age and
was born July 9, 1897, to the
late Tom Swift and Ella
Grearn Swift.
, The deceased is survived by
one sister, Mrs. Geneva Rowe
Marks,. Arkansas, one
brother, Beckam Swift, Truth
or Consequences, N.M., and
several cousins.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at eleven a.m.
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral. Home, Benton, with
the Rev. L. E. Moore of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in
the Unity Cemetery. •
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Valley Church of Christ. ' Church andis survived by on
He is survived by his wife, daughter, Mrs. Sadie Nell
Mrs. Minnie (Polly) Kirnlero Waters and her husband, Earl,
Bucy, to .whom he was Waters, and grandson, Jeffrey
married -011-- nritiark.4, 191r,--WaterS, all- of- 1397 Johnson
one daughter, Mrs. Rudy Boulevard, Murray.
t Ruby ) Cunningham, Benton;
two sons, Creston Bucy,
Murray Route Two, and Louis
Taman (Buck') Bucy, Royal
Oak Mich.; one brother,




Federal State Market Ne)s Service
November 9,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Repo* Includes 8 Buying Stations .
Receipts! Act. 1293 Est 700 Barrows di
Gilts steady .25 higher Sows steady .50
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs $37 50-38.00
US 1-3 200-2401bs  -237 25-37 95
US 2-4 240-260 lbs  $36.25-37.25
US 3-4 260-230 lbs , *3125-38.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $31 00-32.60
US 1-3 300-4501bs $30 00-3100
US 1-3 450-6501bs $32®-3350
11S 2-3 300-500 lbs *2900-3000
Boars 23 00-27 00
How to get big company benefits when
you're not so big...
EQU1-GROUP provides group health and life in-
surance plans like those offered by the big cor-
porations. Even if your firm consists of just you and
one other employee you could be eligible for a
wide range of benefits. For example: Employee and
dependent health-care. Weekly indemnity if you're
sick or hurt and can't work Coverage for accidental
death or dismemberment, life insurance, too, with
options to buy more later, without a medical exam.
And dental insurance, i1 a minimum of 10 em-
ployees participate.
So, if your company has two to 160 employees
mail the coupon. An Equitable Agent will give you
full details on
kQUI-GROUP
G.B. Martin 8. C.K. Hatchett Agents'
C '0 EQUITABLE Life, P.O. Box 1176
Paducah, KV 420Q1
Please give me details on EQUI-GROUP
Names-
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp . of




McDonalds Corp 46's As
Pohdetbsa SYSterns 15% unc
Kimberly Clark 374. 4-4.
Uwn. Ri oIGCararcbei de 4261%s 
uric
Texaco 2',7% -%
General Elec. 50% As
GAF Corp.. Ps -4






Franklin Mint -,... ........ . _7% -14
Prices of 'stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger di




Air Products 26% uric
Am. Motors 4 -4
Ashland Oil 3054 -%
 59% +4
Ford Motor Co.  435,
Gen. Dynamics 48% *4.
Gen. Motors 611%
Gen. Tire 22% 4-4.
Goodrich 20%
Gulf Oil 26% -%
IBM 250's
Pennwalt 33's +4.
Quaker Oats 21% uric
Tappan  75, -L1,
Western Union  17's uric
Zenith Radio 14 uric
Recruiting Office Of
Navy Now Open Here
First Class Petty Officer
Mike Woleben has announce
the opening of a United States
Navy Recruiting office in the
Bel Air Shopping Center on
South 12th Street, Murray.
Woleben said the office will
be open from nine a.m. to four
p.m. on Tuesday and Thur-
sday of each week. Persons
interested in a career in the
Navy may Visit the office on





City __ . _ , State lip .1
I- Call 443-8765 (Colltct i or mail the coupon No obligation I
Lr....mmtvro.raistrurIllinlistumAirdir err . ....10..m...am A ,
. • ,.1.,,--1- ..... -..- b. -•-•-• --Toll. • %.•-•!••••-. • v is--, sesi-resvs.r.:-.s.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.3,
up 0.1.
Below dam 309.6, up 2.2
- -Barkley Lake, *Z e_m_ 354.6,-.
up 0.4.
-now dam 317.14 up 03.
•
DURANGO, Colo. (AP) - It
was just a trick intended to
scare his parents. Eight-year-
old Matney Ellis succeeded.
Matney managed to Jose
himself so thoroughly in the
rugged foothills of
southeastern Colorado that a
vast search ,by volunteers on
foot and horseback and in
four-wheel drive vehicles and
Plaill;sitit40-1144.  TWO -
days later, the
wandered across two pipeline
workers late Tuesday af-
ternoon about 25 miles from
where he became separated
from his parents. _
INTERNATIONAL
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -
Israeli planes bombed and
strafed Palestinian refugee
camps today in Israel's first
air raid on southern Lebanon
in nearly two years. Official
but incomples $13 WAP reports
said six people were killed and
21 were wounded.
• - Israel said the raid was in
reprisal for the deaths of three
Israelis in artillery duels since
Saturday across the Israeli-
Lebanese border in which
more than 15 Palestinians and
Lebanese we re reported
killed.
DUBLIN, Ireland (AP) -
"Miss Lillian" Carter had a
busy schedule today for her
first day in Dublin, including
lunch - at the national
Lucas Film To ,
Be Shown At .
Dr. Clark To
Present Paper
parliament, an afternoon tour
of the city and a cabaret show
tonight.
President Corter's 79-year-
old', mother landed at Dublin
airport Tuesday night aboard
a charter airliner carrying 254
lay- the. - Th 
honorRoy 
-ese
cuYludPrine focrtiPyasenfl thirteatherly-slxr--visit 
sponsored -
Jow,Ina, un a 10-day exchange- students- in-
Friendship Force, which grew
juniors, thirty-seven
out V an exchange program
Carter started in 1973 when he
-was governor of Georgia.
WASHINGTON (AP) -
Weight-conscious Americans
will be warned that popular
liquid protein diets can be
dangerous and shouldn't be
tried without medical
supervision.
The Food and Drug
Administration is considering
a regulation that would
require every bottle of liquid
protein to carry a warning
label, an FDA spokesman said
Tuesday.
WASHINGTON ( AP) -
Richard Nixon's lawyer says
'-the Pulille="91mniatbe
allowed to listen to Nixon's
voice on the Watergate tapes




But an attorney for a
recording company seeking
access to the tapes told the
Supreme Court on Tuesday
that Nixon has no right to be
shielded kern_ the effects of his 11th Grade-
own words. Karen Bailey 2.82, Linda
The Supreme Court is Bidwell 2.75, Sharon Blodgett
reviewing a federal appeals 3.0, Howard Boone 2.70, Mike
court decision that the 30 Bradshaw 2.64, Angela Camp
White House tapes- used to 2.50, Duane Dycus 2.82, Harry
convict Nixon's closest ad- Fannin 3.0, Jennie Francis
2.73, Debbie Geurin 3.0,
Ed Harcourt 2.64, Linda
Homer 2.83, David Jones 2.70,
Jerry Kelly 3.0, Heather
Kodman 254, Jeff Kursave
2.75, Mike Kurz 2.54, Audrey
Lents 2.50, Gina Lovett 3.0,
Lysa Lyon 2.80,
Dana Mansfield 2.56, Tracey
2.60, 2.60,
Murray High School Honor
Roll Released For Period
The honor roll for the first
grading period at Murray
'High School has been released




Jill Austin 3.0, Donna Bailey
2.56, Shaun Baker 2.56, Beth
Boston 2.80, Tressa Brewer
2.56, Keith Cartwright 2-.75,
Dean Cherry 2.60, Ann Clark
2.75, Laurie Crass 2.60, Debbie
Darnell 3.0,
Kathy Fenton 2.82, Frank
Gilliam 2.80, Joey Grasty 3.0,
Kent Harmon 2,64, Don Henry
2.50, Jerome Higginbotham
2.75, Delaine Honchul 3.0,
Delores Honchul 2.78, Bruce
Horning 3.0, Marilyn Howard
2.60,
visers in a 1974 Watergate
cover-up trial no longer are
confidential because they
have been played in an open
court.
Nixon contends in his
Supreme Court appeal that the
decision was wrong and that
releasing the tapes would
invade his privacy.
Dr. Armin Clark, an
associate professor of geology
at Murray state University,
will present a Scientific paper
at the meeting Nov. 11 and It
in Bowling Green on the
Kentucky Academy of
Science.
Entitled "Scorces of .g)e
Heavy Minerals in the Wiletx
and Calaibone Formations in
Henry, Weakl,y_and Carroll
Counties, Teneessee," the.
paper deals with a study ow
terrigenous sedimentary
rocks of the Teritary (Eocone)
Age.
tem TT=
member of the-Murray State.
faculty since • 1961.m-
Karen Jackson 3.0, Claude
Johnson 2.80, Gina Jones 3.0,
Michelle Kelley 2.50, Tamm---
Melton 3.0, Carol Montgomery
3.0,-Jon Noffsinger 3.0, Angela
Rickman 2.64, Lori Rushing
2.78, Krista Russell 3.0,
Michael Russell 3.0,
Laura Shinners 2.78, Dana
Shipley 2.82, Denise Steele 3.0,
Tina Steele 2.56, Belinda
Suiter 3.0, Share Toon 3.0, Lisa
Watson 3.0, Becky West 2.67,
Bill Wilson 2.78.
Nall Angie Noel
Sharon Outland 2.78, Susan
Outland 3.0, Stacy Overbey.
3.0, Serenda Sandne&s 2.83,
Terry _Smith 2.82. David
Stziplipg 2.60, Brady Taylor
3.0,
Krista Thomas 2.56, Jaina
Washer 2.50, Laura Watkins
2.78, Paul Whiteford 2.60, Pat
Whitlow 3.0, David Willoughby
2.82.
10th Grade-
Linda Adams 2.60, Lynne
Beatty 3.0, Janne Bell 2.60,
Julie Billington 3.0, Brent
Boston 2.82, Alan Boyd 2.50,
Terry Brown 2.60, Tracy
Brown 2.50, Lee Bryan 3.0,
Robyne Burke 3.0,
John Clark 2.82, Susan Crass
3.0, Teresa Dick 2.80,
Marianne Duvall 2.80, Denise
Dycus 2.83, Carroll Edwards
3.0, Dana English 2.80, Mark
Fergusim 2.80, Rick Ferrell
3.0, Stacy Fulton 2.60,
Sally Grasty 2.e, Mary
Lindsey 242, Patti Mclatuth
2.87, Doug Moore 2.82, Susan
Mall 2.82, Amy Noffsinger 3.0,
Martha Pitman 3.0, Alan Pool
2.80, Julie Sams 2.78, James
Scarbrough 2.60,
Charles Shaeffer 2.80,
Jennie Smith 3.0, Stacy Smith
2.78, Susan Stripling 2.80, Beth
Taylor 2.63, Alison Wallace
3.0, Sharon Whaley 2.60.
9th Grade-
Charles Beaman 2.64,
Kayne Beasley 3.0, Claudia
Billington 2.82, Lewis Bossing




LaDonna Jones 2.60, Eric
Lovins 2.56, Cindy Men-
tgomery 3.0, Jaekie Morrow




Dr. William C. Gardner,
surgeon at the Troyer Clinic in
Madisonville, will be the
speaker at an Emergency
Medical Technician (EMT)
seminar on chest injuries in
Madisonville on Monday
evening, Nov. 14.!
During the program from
6:30 to 9:30 p.m. in the
basement aduitorium of the
sponsoring Hopkins-. Coikaty
Hospital, Dr. Gardner will
talk on "Chest Inturies and the
Care of the Chest Injury
Patient."
The continuing education
seminar is being offered for
the benefit of EMTs and other
emergency treatment per-
sonnel, according to Joyce
Fortenbery of the In-Service
Education Department at the
hospital.













************ * * * * * * * * * *
The meals America grew up on are at Jerry's at prices you thought were
gone forever. Starting Monday. each week for four weeks, Jerry's is featuring
a favorite All-American meal. So visit us for the taste and flavor of America.





__ _Four pieces_Of crispy
chicken with choice
of potatoes, creamy





A full half-pound of
freshly ground beef,
,Choice of potatoes,
tossed salad or cole














South 12th Street •
Dec. 5-11






































Fan forced 1000-1320 watt dual
heat Adiustable room size settings,

















W,thstonds heat or cold- ,ndoors





filte-s --c ,ease ludroce ef-
i,,ency. 40-297-4 298 6









cn,d 17 *r 40 ,05
Murray Middle School seventh grade social studies students recently visKed a rebuilt
log cabin by Joe Keestar of near Almo, Students (left) Karen tewis„Rosi Jiffies and Jill
Morris — examine a nil made by Keeslii. Middle-S-Chool Students of Doralyn Lanier,
Kaye Peebles and James Pigg are studying pioneer life in Kentucky. 11 the center
photo, Miss Conner debates the advantages of a modern cooking and heating system
compared with the fireplace used by the pioneers. Keeslar assured the students that
"food seems to taste better when cooked as the pioneers did it." In the picture to the
right. Keeslar, wearing clothing typicaLof the pioneers, shows the students the metal







WORLD OF MANUFACTURINC -
The World of Manufacturing Inr
eighth graders and The World ot
Work for seventh graders are arn,,n,.:,
the options which students at Mu r r
Middle School may choose from
Practical Arts Program. The program
which is partially funded through
State Department of 'ducat, ^
allows students to explore career
pOrtUnities. In the top picture
Miller, Dan Blankenship, and To,:
Dinh prepare the CO2 ppwered (Aa—
to be timed. The stuirents were }41%,
a design problem which iriclud“1
certain specifications after
they made a mock-up, templat—
and a working drawing with
dimensions before actually UP
structing the model car. In the cetl,1
picture, at the finish gate, ft,.
Harrell, left, and Martin Burr, -
receive help from Dan Blankeml
instructor, in setting the t'
mechanism for the culminating at
tivity in the World of Manufacturiii
Career opportunitiecOhich were
plored included that of draftsm, "
designers, artists ,epsifteerfl. rno,'
makers and researchers. In the hi
torn photo, Steven Henley and
Jones are bolting an I-beam on
concretf_ footing. whigh _the -stuck
Iuilt forms for and poured.
s vPhotosbylr4;eeP"*''
tip Over switch -
Malray Ledger & Times
Section B — Page One Wednesday, November 9,1977
1500 7Watt Heater
sasovolt-0 1588






1500 watt dual heat selection,,auto-•
mott(., thelmostst, Safety- tiebver
&Witch. 58-3006





Package of 4, clear plastic with stripping and
nods Keeps cold out-heat in. 40-194-2
Storm Door Kit :40-194.61 - 994
Rlrogt ,;,txr Foam /Foil
Pipe Insulation
144
Vinyl foam vosth crlummors backing 'raps
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AP — After years of batting
about the globe in rented
rooms, unfurnished flats and
leased apartments, this
itinerant typewriter tinker has
settled down and bought a
house, his very first. - .
It's on a ridgedn-Rideefield,
Conn., overlooking the price
and a school bus stop, and it
._wasn't easy. •
Joining the landed gentry._
involves more than just the
carefree tossing of checks into
the middle of the table-at a
colorful ritual called "the
closing," which ends when you
run out of checks, everyone
shakes hands and they turn
over a bunch of keys that don't
fit anything.
"NOw it's yours," says the
real estate man. "No, it's
mine," says the banker. And
everyone hugs everyone and
hiS wallet. -- -
But long before that stage is
reached, the incipient country
squire must master a whole
new language that consists
almost entirely of acronyms
• and abbreviations, lightly
marinated in alphabet soup
and spiced with larcenous
hyperbole.
Jean Francois Champollion,
the French scholar who
tmlbeked- - the- thoughts of
Ptolemy V on the rosetta stone
that Napoleon's soldiers
plucked from the mud of the
Nile, might have warmed up
for his biggje by translating
the classified real estate ads
in any American newspaper.
Lacking the- French
wizard's knowledge of Arabic,
cnpfrici_ *brew _and.anrient
Greek, the prospective hOme-
buyer is up a tree, if the
property has one, in unlocking
. the classified secrets of "R-
rOch, 3 BR, Lrg LRw-cat
beam cl, WSFP, form DR, 11'2
ctb,-etryltit, fm rec room, fin-
bsmt, att gar, CAC."
Deciphered at 'only 6- per
cent by your friendly
neighrheod_ cryptographer
and real estate agent, this
—Absolute Steret--at $87,000"--
, breaks down to: Raised ranch,
ihrei bedrooms, large ffvulg
room with cathedral beatn
ceiling. and. , working stone
fireplace,-formal dining room,




and central air conditioning.
By this time, an ASS might
seem like a self-accusation to
the timid house hunter, but it
actually connotes Aluminum
• stbrrn window sand screens.
And FAH isn't a government----
backed mortgage but forced
air heating.
-;tirthet code-busting
reveals that a Fil SP is a
filtered swimming Pboi, and a
par-pan-fam-rm, is 'a partially
panelled family room. DF and
jdw connote deep freeze and
dish washer, while w & tl is a
washer and dryer, so Rfg
must be a refrigerator and DB
maybe a doghouse.
Language is one thing and
meaning is another, as Sen. S.
I. Hayakawa arid the other
learned - seniarfficists have
been saying for years.Jfeal
estate rhetoric Is rife with
subtlety if not outright fraud.
It takes a heap oichutzpah
to make a house a "Han-
dyman's Speccial,"which
usually means the buyer had




Slightly, less flimsy is "the
_great starter .house:'-  which
hut-wise gives you a head
start on your average
Amazonian aborigine.
-Mint condition" requires
the same of your bank ac-
count, and "gardener's
delight" opens up vistas of
rolling acres and dense
vegetation rarely seen this far
north of the tropical rain
forests.
-The- last----'1conveniant to
everything" offering we in-
spected was behind the
supermarket, across from the
all-night gas station and just
around the bend from the town
dump, which was next to the
parking lot for snow plows and
school buffes. •
"Great family neigh-
borhood" warns that the last
five occupants moved out
because of the marauding
urchins on the block.,
especially when the ad begins:
"immaculate ranch family
relocating." Even an urban
family that wanted to stay
pure would beat it to the sticks
from this-one.
"Adorable" translates to
cramped with two closets.
-Investment potential"
means you'd better unload
fast, the way we did. -Hidden
Charm" may take years to
find, and -the difference bet-
ween a -Rustic Hideaway"
and a "Commuters Dream" is
usually seven miles of win-
dirig, narrow roads vs. 26
trains whistling thrOugh 19Alf
backyard each, dawn and
dusk.
"Caveat emptor," buYer
beware, as the Latin small
print used to say on those big
billboards along the Appian
Way offering villas for sale
under such headings as
"Charioteers Choice;"
"Handy to Forum" and "Si
Vivas Hoc Locum Sis Nunc In
Dorno" you lived here,
you'd be home now. So what if
it's next to the lions cage and





By F.J.L Blasengame, M.D.
Q. Mr. C. B. writes that
he has r:eaci much lately
that ranrer is by
things about Us e envi-
ronment. He has thought
for years that cancer more
prevalent in some families
-and that it ts- tither ftett.-He- -
wants to know which is.... •
true.
A. Evidence is strong
that certain varieties of
cancer run infilu'lies. For
example; t'AtitOr Of' 'the
breast is more likely -4o
occur if the mother or
sister of a woman had
cancer. I recall a family in
which a number of the
members had cancer of the
colon.
- On the other hand, sub-
stances in our environment
can be carcinogenic. That
is they can irritate or set
up changes in certain cells.,
that lead to malignancy.
Calloway 'Citizens Of Month'
Named For Oct., Nov.
Calloway County High of-
ficials recently named
Citizens of the Month at the
high school for October and
November.
Kim Kemp and Randy
McCallon are Citizens for
October, while Karen Ed-
wards and Johnny Brinkley
are Citizens for November.
Miss Kemp is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs_Bobby Kemp
* of Lynn Grove. She is
president of the senior class,
varsity cheerleader, a
member of the Beta Club,
Students In Action for
Education (SAE) and the
speech team.
W4 m
The greatest body of evi-
dence is against sub-
stances_inxiga rette smokf
as a triger to lung cancer.
Also, when achPst ns dust is
inhaled, it has "a teridefic);
to_ increase lung sTitssr.
Evidence -is increasing
that a link exists between
regtdar .-1Mtik6- of w
high-fat diet and the
dence of cancer of the
colon, rectum, and bteaSt.
Further, a tendency to
the recurrence Of cancer is
-undicubtedry. inherited;
least- in -certain forms of
the diiease. But environ:
mental factors may "trip
the trigger" and bring out a
tendency that might never
otherwise showed up.
While we can do little or
nothing in the short range
about inherited tendencies
to cancer, removal of car-
cinogens in our environ-
ment ( in our food, in the.
air we breathe, in the con-
McCallon is the son of Mr.
and-Mrs. Rob -MeGallen of
Kirksey. He is president of the
student council, varsity
basketball, secretary of
Future Farmers of America,
secretary of the senior class
and belongs to the BETA Club.
Miss Edwards is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Edwards, Kirksey. She is
president of the Pep Club,
officer'of the speech tearri and
. an active member of the-
BEAT Club and SAE.
Brinkley is a member of the
speech team, BETA Club and
SAE. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Brinkley, Hazel.
••••=18
ditions under-which-we live
or work, such as protecting
our skin against excessive
sunlight) can lessen the
incidence of cancer. This
approach gives us some
hope in the prevention of
these dread diseases re-
lated to malignant chatges
-in the eells -of our body-.
Ed Ray, Land Between The Lakes naturalist, explains thc use of a compass' andlrali
map during the recent Wilderness Weekend held at TVA's 170,000-acre public
demonstration area in western Kentucky and Tennessee. More than 30 people par-
ticipated in the 3-day event which was co-sponsored by the Americap Mountain Men.
Warren "Hawk" Boughton, eastern representative of the American Mountain Men was
one of the principal instructors. 0,
(TVA photo by Robert Duncan)
Local Serviceman In hillippines Exercise
Marine Sergeant Ronnie L
Boyd, son of Dorothy Boyd of
Route 8, Box 333, Murray,
recently participated in
Exercise "Fortress Light-
ning". in the Republic of the
-
He Is serving as a member
of Battalion Landing Team
Three Slant Four (BL.T 3-4),
lioinebitieil on Okinawa.
He is one of more than 14,000
sailors and Marines who took
part in the two-week exercise,
Which included 30 ships and
'Seventh Fleet aircraft, along'
- with elements of the Philip-
pine Navy and Marine Corps.
"Fortress Lightning" was




under the overall direction of
Vice Admiral Robert B.
Baldwin, commander of the U.
' S. Seventh Fleet. Rear Ad-
miral James H. Morris. UPI,
the commander of the Seventh
Fleet's Amphibious Force WU
the tactical commander of the
exercise.
Boyd joined the Marine





Stanley B. Henliyoson of Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin B. Henley of




The course was conducted
at the Naval Service School




radar principles, And the
basics of radio trans-miners
and receivers. In- additirm„ -





High School, he joined the
Navy in December 1976.
FLUTE COMPETITION
NEW YORK (AP) -- The
Walter W. Naumburg Founda-
tion says it will hold its first
competition for flute in the
United States in May 1978.
The foundation says "flutists
of every nationality who reside
in the. United States and who
are not under 17 years of age
or over 30 years as of March 1,
1978, will be eligible."
First prize will be $2,500, a
fully subsidized recital, and a
commissioned work written
specifically for the recital.
ella
CCHS tITIZENS — Calloway County High recently named Citizens Of the Month at
the high school for October and November. Randy Lee McCallon (left) and lam Kemp_
(secodd from right ate Citizens of the Month for Oetober while Karen Edwards
(second from rightLanct Johnny Brinkley (right) are Citizens for November




















































SALE GOOD THRU NOV. 14
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PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
















































































U.S. GOVT. GRANO ENOICE
u. 59'
Beef Back Ribs „. .19. 59'
NNW
Pork Hocks ....
ILS.O.A. GRADE 'A' ROUT FUNS
utTgui- -
Sliced Bacon LS 9 29
GLENDALE SLICED
Fryer Backs LB 19'
s,
Boiled.Ham 12 02 $ 199KG. I
KROGER IT net PUCE _
Jumbo Bologna 
MRS. WEAVERS JALOPENO 011
Pimiento Spread 2 "'II
NAG COTTON
Sliced Bologna 1202.PKG.
Prices effective thru No. 15*










WE HAVE WHAT WE DVERTIS1 IF AT ALL POSSIBLE If due to
condition beshInd our control we run out of on oilyertised
%Pedal. we. substitute a comperoble brand at o similar
sayings or 'give you a Rom Check for the adyertisiid special
Of the sOlicial price anytime within 30 days. WE GUARANTEE
WHAT WE Sal. If you are ever dissofisfiii• with a Kroger
purchase. we will rep** our item or refold KOLo
R- d
•





MR WATER WORM TAMIL%
PAR
Catfish Steaks La. 89'
STATE PAM
21 OZ. $ 39Corn Dogs • PKG.
wry
ozen Steak 4: 99ci-:_-- ------.---,--_-fr  .. 
Wfq5cov-cuntraitiPoNniiNCI
= WORTH 30! OFF =.. -
































Tangelos 1 0 poi $1
IRON RAMA WENTZ OR
Pink Grapefruit 4 Foi $1
NEW CROP Room
Tangerines 12 rat $1
IMWuI
D'Anjou Pears u.39


















































































Kroger Rolls .0 1101.$1 09PIGS.










fon appiscolai• taxes Limit one Expires Nov 15




2 WI $1 Dial Soap 3 1.Ns 99'
MOWS NINO STYLI OR CRT DIENWASNIR
Green Beans IT-54CANS -0:. 884 Bright Detergent 65 01 $ 1 49$02
4s, 





Comet Cleanser 2 "A 79





4 la: *8 84
gracest-coina couroaMmi 
( Gracious Pattern 







g WORTH s1.00 OFF E




... Y cki Per '5.99 with coupon :
TOWNS MOAN 01 MN im





Pork & Beans  4 16 02.CANS
2 LI.
PKG. 59(
we $ 1 :3111111111111111111114,.,
4111111111111111111111111e. Nom,
c6011COST -Ciltilit .............. 0 ...i[cost come coupos Cit,CitCOST (mut coorosr CV; KCOST CUTTIE COLOPtICVPINIC-C/Y!SYri!.(9Y1'04 IVALCOSI (OM (0.UPON i‘..,.,P!.11(0St c UTTIR
WORTH 50' OFF E 'Aga;
10oz. pr of 
7WORTH25' OFF - F--1 WORTH 25' OF? •:: 7 WORTH 40' OFF 
... o, _
- toward thil Purch:" of a us= tow3rd12thc7rPtircancticisiof c't a "...' '°1"111. Purchm of o ...
am; ___ Dri4SitilliAWN
.1_%'.......  16 ON . tars or kn.' of : ...".".
toward the purchase of any 1 .... . toward the purchase of a a.. = toward the purchase of a =
12 col ern of
eaNO 01, maw' 
MI
an
WORTH 10' OFF :::•... WORTH 40' OFF -..:::.-
tr. MAXWELL HOUSE Ez. ELECTRIC PERK =F. 
NESCAFE =I_ T.= . DETERGENT -- = -Iwo 6 oz. pr of am mii nu. mi. 1 lb bog of ..... ... .winwi -... OM
M 9C et = KROGER PICKLES,: =MAXWELL HOUSE E = ADC MAX PAX .---
= INSTANT COFFEE :=MAX PAX COFFEE =,..= C 
=.... 202. 9.'sit. ErPEPPERS, or RELIS : = COFFEE == COFFEE • 7.MD OM With this coupon limit one man with this cOupOr Limo one " iii •.,,, il tl, a c oupor 1 ra'r-a t.,-ir
am vrith this coupon. Limit one. `.1.. with this coupon. limit oce, ..--, with this coupon. Limit one 'OM .iti, thk c ouson Lynn One •iwi ...
Iirp ExpropPlar. 15M. r..Z," Expires Nov. 15M. ti_n= . fiver's Nov. 15th. = .7.1 --`.. iii,;,,,.a.v f sy• ' = no 
Expires 4" 15th -T.: wit f rfwo, Nov 15th . 7-. r7w f rOir es No. 1,7h 71.
Filmils iiiiiiiieFillimmimmeMmimusimilleammimmilemmilissimmerimmiusimmic,".:thiesimimmi..:!
5 LBS. CHOKE ROUND STEAKS
3 LBS. LEAN PORK STEAKS BONUS
S LBS. FRESH GROUND BEEF BUNDLE
US. FRYER QUARTERS
-SIBS. KROGER WIENERS
5 MS. PORE SAUSAGE 30 lbs.
(Circle 8 Of Hunter 5) a f"-• •
•
COST-CUTTER COUPON
al MI IIIII IIMI ..... 3111it:
7 1.nd Frosid at6 
U.S.D.A. Groh :As









0 G111.... .- .,,
• F II_ OIL =
_ \





















Dishwashing WWII Uwe. Wm
DAWN DETERGENT 32 81- kfl• 99c






















V5 BCAHYIELRDRENS 3, cy. 39c
17
1. ASPIRINlo  pjjuilnii. iiimlicp
_ with this toupor liar,. ore ixpeaas Not 15th !Is
d 6(051 CUTTER COUPON
PORTABLE - Regular or Mite
--"0"" II n '-'
Z'CREST 1 01 89c 7.,CURLER
...' TOOTHPASTE TM
$ 1 1 88 •Im
... with this tovpor I."' °r.' i.0,,a, Nor
Gillette
EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT
WE ARE OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY SATURDAY 'TIL 8 A.M. SUNDAYSHOP WHEN IT IS CONVENIENT FOR YOUI
4.
•
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 AILITir.11111W-1/. 'to "--s- • . \%-er 1,11:2.41 AIM% 11 . 74117A '0)NiX X 41/1/0- P%fir, 7 Alimw • vx.
SAVARITE TAKES A SWING AT HIGH PRICgS
WITH THESE MONEY-SAVING VALUES!!!










































































OUR REG. PRICE 1.59
PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE
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Rotary Razor"' ... The
Charger. It's one elec—
tric that's earned
the right to be called
a razor.
• 36 rotary razor blades, twice
as many as ever before • No.
nicks • No cuts • Razor-close,
razor sharp, razor smooth
shave ft Nine closeness,
comfit settings • Shaves





















THE STORE THAT SAVES YOU MORE
• No nicks, cuts, scratches.
• peTMTugv. heeds
shave super close. '
• Floating-heads follow the
contour% atom facticit
closeness, comfort.
• Self -sharpening rotary
blades.
•• Improved Pop-up trimmer
for sideburns.
• 110/220 voltage for foreign
• Onioff switch.






Prices Good Oyu Nov. 12, 19T1








OrmStep. The world's easiest camera
ever.
• Motorized and fully automatic.
• The least expensive way to get beautiful
SX-70 pictures that develop in m:nutes
right before your eyes.
• Aim-and-shoot convenience (no
focusing).
• Outdoor pictures from 4' to infinity
flash pictures from 4 to 8.
JULIETTE STEREO if

















SOAP ON A ROPE $3.88
COLOGNE $6.96
JADE EAST
MUSK OIL COLOGNE $4.88
AFTER SHAVE 4 oz. $2.96
DOUBLE GIFT SET
$4.88
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COOKING CORNERwrir 41 RINISr.
Working Wife Personalizes Simple Dishes
3.=
By Ann Uddberg
Jacquie Farrell has enjoyed
 15. klin the..
kitehen for as long as sYle can
remember. She enjoys putting
together quick-----ami
imaginative meals for herself
and her husband, Dick. Both
have demanding work
schedule t that find them
_ eating at irregular boon
dying the week. Since
Jpcquie graduated from
nurray State in fine arts she.
. has been .decorating the three
Cherry stores as well as doing
the interior displays and the
advertising. Dick teaches 8th
grade history at the Murray
Nbddle Scivol and is. involved
with various school related
eatra curricular activities.
:Cookbooks, magazines,
friends, . and-restaurants are
an favorite place 143 locate
good recipes. Jacquie sub.
seribes to BON'APPITITE
magazine --Und---finds Many
_ideas_ for not only preparing
food, but for it's presentation
as well. Having an artistic
background Jacquie likes her
meals to look as good as they
taste. She reads the cooking
colimufs in the Louisville
Cburier Journal regularly
looking for ideas. For a
regular standby she consults
DIONE LUCAS. She. enjoys
trying regional cooking and
recommends THE NEW
ORLEANS COOKBOOK by
Collins for those who enjOS?
viliting that city. She uses
• THE MURRAY WOMAN'S
CLUB COOK1LOOKS for
Keintlicky recipX and has a
collection of other regional
 _._hooks_SheLlias_pickettAp_Op...
Because of their hectic
litres Jacquie .finds that
casseroles, hardy stews, and
other one dish meals most
cdnvenient. They not only •
iudorporate vegetables, meat,
-s14rch, and usually a dairy
proauct for good nutrition, but
hold well should plans for
beclisrupted.
Jacquie. has-10E6d sever
- -regional- _favorites _from _this...
area that she particularly
likes, te spcionbreak country
ham, white beans, hot browns,
pimento cheese and carrot
• c.14. pgth Jacquie and Rick
*erijOy-MexiCan to -Soine Of
_yery best recipes come
-trim a coiiiiii-cnirentrY Whig.
In Venezuela. Various
Mexican -restaurants.- have
-yailded up good ideas, too.. A
good method Jacquie
rticommends is to taste
cakefully, try to identify the
major ingredients and then
consult with the waitress, who
uqUally will identify un-
fmtniliar ingredients and
reveal techniques.
When the Farrell's entertain
they prefer small groups of 4-6
because it give them a good
chance to really catch up on
Mint everyone is doing. When
-they entertain family, it is the
more the better. Dick's family
live in Murray, but Jacquie's
is; spread from Florida to
Iowa.
When -cooking, . a bright
yellow over-sized recipe box is
at Jacquie's elbow. All of her
favorites are, in the • box„ all •
tiTed ana true. -But most are
subject to change depending
upon the -season, ingredients
available, and personal whim.
Because she is always looking
for pew and- better ways of -
preparing even the most
familiar dish the recipes -have-
a way of changing
dramatically. The cards offer
merely guides and refresher
thoughts.




intrigued with a Wok and
Chinese cooking at a local
store's demonstration. She is
currently toying with the idea
of making her (syfl pasta after,
another demonstration in the
same store. . .
Dick too enjoys cooking. His
specialities include baked
beans, omlettes, deviled eggs,
French bread, and kis piece de
in resistance—Shrimp fried
rice, which he first en-
countered at a bayside
restaurant in Hong Kong.
Perhaps among all the
Farrell's friends and co-
workers, Jacquie is best
known for her rich and gooey
deserts. That is because she is
always sharing them. Bee-aiiie. -
they both count calorie
counters and are very weight
conscious, when the urge- to
splurge on degert strikes
Jacquie indulges in preparing,
something terrific. Then she
gets it out of the house as soon
as she can. She knows that if it
snX Ahem—she cim.3 9.Tel
She also finds that it is more
fun to bake with a sister or
friend when doing something
fun. That way the results are
automatically divided and the
bonus is fellowship.
Today Jacqule shares some
of her favoriterecipes. Some
are of the quickly prepared
variety and others  are
traditional holiday-fife.
- KINGROYA1 cHicKEN
1 package corn tortillas
2-e4sickens, stewed, skinned,
boned and chopped into large
chunks.
ipserved chicken broth.
I can cream- of 'mu.shrooni
„soup,
Can' cream of
1 Onion, choriPed fine
v2 lb. cheddar cheese,
shredded. •
L2-1 T. chili powder
1 green pepper, chopped fine
1-10 oz. can tomatoes and
Green chilies (Old El Paso or
Rotel Brand)
Grease large -shallow
casserole. Dip tortillas in hot
broth to soften. Line bottom
and sides of the dish with the
tortillas. Mix chicken, soups,
cheese, tomatoes, pepper,
onion and chili. Bake at 350
Deg. for 45 minutes.










641 North across from Colonial House Smorgasbord














••• For The Do It Your'selfer




JACQUIE FARRELL enjoss putting together quick 
and





1-3rd-Ls c. salad oil
1 c. grated Carrots
1-3rd c. chopped pecans,
dusted with a bit of flour.
"Sfft dry- - tngrethents
-together. Add all other
ingredients together except
nuts and mix thoroughly at
medium speed. Fold in nuts.
Pour into greased and floured
pan. Bake at 350 deg. for 30
miputes. (To make 3 layers,




1-3rd stick soft butter
1/2 t. vanilla
1 c. confectioners sugar
Mix all ingredients together
and spread on cooled cake.
QUICK CIKEIE
, tchickeubreasts,hoped and




1 c. chicken bouillon
1 large can Campbells Chunky
Turkey soup
1-3rd c. sour cream
1 pkg, crescent rolls
Saute chicken in butter, add
onion. Salt and pepper chicken
and add bouillon. Cover and
simmer until meat is tender.
Add soup and simmer until
liquid is reduced to about half.
Add sour cream and pour into
baking dish. Arrange rolls on
top and bake at 375 deg. until
rolls are brown.
MARINATED TOMATOES
Slice tomatoes, place layer
in shallow dish. Sprinkle with
equal parts oil and wine
vinegar. Spisinkle with
LOWRY'S SEASONED SALT,
Fresh ground pepper, and
finely choppsid onion. Place
an-other --tayer--:-eu--top and
preceed as before. Layer as
many tomatoes as will be
needed. Cover and refrigerate
at least 12 hour. They get
better the longer the can set.
STIR FRY BEEF
3 T. butter
1 lb. beef sirloin, cut in very
thin strips.
'4 rib celery, thinly guise('
1 small onion, thinly sliced
.34 C. IrillghTtiOMS -
c.-tomatoes, cut in wedges
6 T. beef boullibn - • - --
1 T. cornstarch
1 T. soy sauce
1 T. terialtisaucept„,
it. olive oil
I---- clove - garlic, _presser .or
minced fine
pepper
Marinate the beef in 2 T.
- cornstarch, soy
sauce, _Teriake, pepper,
garlic, and olive oil. Drain
meat. Melt 2 T. butter and 2 T.
bouillon. When hot stir in
celery. Stir fry and then cover
2-3 minutes. Stir in onions,
mushrooms. Remove to warm
platter. Wipe out pan with a
paper towel. Melt 1 T. butter
in pan, when hot add beef,
stirring quickly until the meat
is just brown, but still rare.
Add vegetables and toss. Add
beef stock and cook until
sauCe thickens. Fold in
tomatoes. Serve inunediately
over rice.
- Cooks best in wok.
SW)0114rEIREAD '"






Mix cornmeal, milk and salt
together in top of double
boiler. Cook over boiling.
water to make a thick mush,
about 15 Jinn., .stirrinX con-
stantly at the finish). Add
butter. and let mixture cool
slightly. Add beaten egg yolks.
Fold in stiffly beaten egg
whites. Pour into well greased
baking dish Bake in hot, 400
deg. oven for 30 minutes.
Serve immediately with lots of
butter spoon*  kirtiOn right.
from the baking dish.
- SQUASH CASSEftOLE
3-4 large summer squash
1 onion, chopped
c. celery
2 small tomatoes, chopped






Chop, seed, and parboil
squash. Saute onion and
celery in 4 T butter: Mix all
ingredients- excePt cheese.
Moisten bread cubes with
water until soft. Bake in
shallow baking dish, covered
for 30 minutes in 300 deg. oven.
Top with cheese and return.
uncovered to oven for 5 more
minutes. •
WATERMELON COOKIES
I c. soft margarine
44 c. sugar
21/2 c. flour
chill. Slice and cut in half.
Sprinkle with chopped
chocolate and bake on.
141. salt - ----tmgreasectruakhr-sheerheleft
1 egg it. vanilla deg. oven for 10-12 minutes, or
Cream margarine._ and until dougli is
sugar together. Add the rest of
the ingredients.. Divide dough
into two equal parts. Color
part 1 with ½ t. green food
coloring. Color the other part
with 3/4 t. red and 44 t. yellow
food coloring.
Roll the red dough into
cylinder 2" x 5Y2". Roll green
dough on waxed paper into
rectangular shape. Brush with
beaten egg white. Wrap green




1 c. carrots, grated
c, potatoes, grated
c. raisins, chopped
1/2 c. enriched white flour
1 c. sugar
1 t. soda •
c.`butter, melted
c. almonds, blanched and
chopped
1,4 c. walnuts
4 t. each: cloves, nutmeg,
allspice, cinnamon, salt
Sift flour, salt soda, sugar
arid spires together. -Stir to
nuts and raisins. Fold in
lutteru. Pie& cauot§ Rid
potatoes. Mix well and pour
into well greased pudding
mold. Cover with greased wax
paper and attach lid. Steam
for 14 hoUrt _ _ "--
VANILLA BUTTER SAUCE
Bring 1 c. water and 2 T.
butter to a boil. Add 1 T.
cornstarch, 2-3rds e. sugar,
and dash salt stirring con-
stantly until clear. Add 1 t.













By facipry Trained Expert
EVER Y0‘14,' WELCOME
If you own a microwave oven, come improve vow skiffs. H you don't, come taste con-
venient microwave cooking. ,
PAUL WINSLOW'S
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36 Things, in 49 Learning
taw _50 Reverberation
37 Shipworms 54 Fish limb
40 01 neither 56 Command to
sex horse
43 Compass 57 Superlative
point ending
45 Physician 58 French of
labbr I he
47 Gray 61 Artificial
48 Goddess of anguage
1 2 3 4 ::.
.
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Color portable with reliable Solid
State chassis. in-line picture tab*, Autontafic
Channel Tuning, dipole antenna. Rich walnut









AM,FM FM Stereo and 8-track tope player.
Beautiful 36-inch Mediterranean cabinet in pecan finish.
Full-size record changer. Diamond needle and 2 8-in. duocone speakers








100%. Solid State. 25-inch diagonal picture. One-
loud, color control, illuminated_ channel selector In-line matrix
picture tube. Mediterranean style cabinet mounted on Zaiters. Earl
y Amer-













Listen to' your favorite AM stations. Perfect for kitchen, den,
or any room in the house. Modern Beige 'cabinet. ii. 0'
USE OTASCO CREDIT
AM FM- FM stereo with 8-trock player. Slide
controls, 5 position function switch. Slide tun-
ing, dial light, headphone lock and 2 15-inch














Take par -favorite AM station
with you Pocket size with hant
carryinf strap. e• ,- •
PRICES G000 AT OVER 650 STORES THROUGHOUT
THE SOUTH SAD SOUTHWEST
Bel-Air Center .
9-8 Mon.-Thurs.
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Former Vietnam POW To Speak At Veteran's Day Celebration
Navy Lt. Commander p.m. There will be no ad- Murphy, said he waS notCharlie Plumb, a prisoner of mission. • aware of any other major
war for some six years in The author of 1m No lkf(L Veteran's Day program
Vietnam, will be-the yeteran's. and.. The Last Domino,_ scheduled. Next -year,_ by an:
Day, Nov. 11 speaker at the Commander' Plumb will talk act . of Congress, Veteran's
' about his .fiveeers and nine Day will he observed
months as a prisoner, his nationally on Nov. 11th.
--eelig donvTatbils Irrid Federal en-Vie-yea- Were
about world threatening granted a day off Ott 24 as
nommuniim.. _-__Veteran's Day...this year. .
His topic will be My The Ohio Valley college
America. serves Western Kentucky with




The progam, sponsored by'
Ohio Valley Christian College
at Paducah, will begin at 7
Country %Club -
Christmas Party
The annual Christmas party
and open house at the Murray
Country Club has been set for
Sunday, Dec. 11, from 4 until 7
p.m.
Hosts and hostesses for the
affair-wilt-bel-Prasident-
Mrs. George Oakley and other
members of the club's board
of directors. Formal in--
vitations to the membership
are expected to be in the mail
in the near future.
One new family mem-
bership, that of Eddie Clees,
Murray "furniture merchant
developer._ was _approved.
at the directors' brief
November meeting Monday
night.
The group will meet again-At
fk-yr 2:30 p.m. December 11 and
r- • just" before the Christmas
  -party--to alect_efficers for the
- 1978 club year. Three new
members, Mrs. Margaitt
Polly, Virgil Harris, and
Walter -Jones, have been
elected to the board, effective
January I, replacing Tim
Miller, Buddy Hewitt and
Oakley, whose terms are
expiring.
Other members of the board
include Dr. Joe Rexroat, Mrs.
Betty Jo Purdorn, Dr. Dick
Stout, Red Howe, Jr., J. D.
Rayburn and Tommy San-
ders- J. H. Shaakleford is the
treasurer.
4 HOMEOWNERS in the-
eneral area will be given the
portunity of having new
CERTAIN-TEED VINYL
HOUSE SIDING applied to
' home with optional
orative work- at a very, .low
price. 
Thisamazing new product
has captured the interest of
homeowners throughout the
United States who are fed up
.th the constant painting and
other maintenance costs. It
will 'ast you a lifetime and
rovides FULL INSULATION
WINTER & SUMMER as well
as fire protection.
Our, new product can be
pplied over every type of
ome including frame, con-
rete block, asbestos, stucco,
tc.
Your toughest task will be
hoosing from a wide range ot
olors and styles. Once you've
de our choice you'll never
have to paint again.
YOUR HOME CAN BE A
HOWPLACE '8g WE WILL
MAKE IT WORTH YOUR
WHILE. -Throw away your
paint brush and dress up your
home once and for all.
Low-rate bank financing
with nothing down. —










Sirls, a resident of Marshall
County. Supporting _chunteS
are located Throughout the
area and including southire
Illinois.
U. 'Plumb maintains his
-public_ relations Mice in
Mission, Kansas, 'his native
.state. 
He was graduated in -1734
with a Bachelor of Science
degree and a coMniikilnan_
the U.S. Navy. While at An-
napolis, Midshipman Plumb
was involved- with the Of-
ficer's Christian Union which
prepares Naval officert for
Christian work aboard ships
where Chaplains are not
available.
He was trained to fly the P4-
13Phantom and left Nov. 5,
-116- 7-abaFinrie- 'MS Kitty
Hawk for the South China Sea.
After 75 combat missions and
MAKE THOSE LONG
AWAITED PURCHASES NOW
12 months to pay on purchases of $50.00 to $500.00
v Absolutely no interest or service charge
v Includes entire stock (except for shoes)
91/2'







serving as flight officer In
charge of the air wing detach-
ment, U. Plumb was shot
down just south of Hanoi, May
19, 1967. He reports- un-
dergoing bretelity_,
degradation and humiliation
at the hand Of hEll 'Caplets.
While a prisoner he served as
a chaplain in underground
commuzucations work.
Following his release he was
awarded the Purple Heart and
the Silver Star in ceremonies
March 4, W/3, in Kansas City.
He has spoken tk-religious,
business, civic, and student
groups throughout America:
HA Fourth of July speeCh.
appeared in the Congressional
RedirrL, - • - _
He is scheduled to speak
next July  1.,i9_114 of-here at.
Salem, Illinois.
The Jaycee Civic Center is
located on Park Avenue at
H.C. Mathis Drive, two blocks
east of the Noble Park South
entranceway.
Plumb will be interviewed
Nov. 10 over WDXR's Contact
program at 8 a.m. -and at 6
p.m. Nov. 11 over WKYX's
Opinion line. HI will also be
appearing on WPSD-TV's
Montage program at .:30
'Nov': if He Will be signing his
books at the Civic center
before and after the program.
An unbeatable combination Big K's low
low prices and 1 year financing without
any interest. Credit cleared while you
shop.




his famous mask and
six-guns, moves and
bends into any show-
down pose..
REG. 7.97
Tonto's Pinto pony. Al-
- -most 1-ft-trigh=c-omplete —
with authentic, detailed
saddle and bridle outfit
and rearing stand.
REG-7-.97
The famous white stallion plus 8-way
action saddle for "outfight-the-outlaws"
poses.









to 3 years. ,
Tug his tie and clown hides
behind his soft squeezable
hands. Release and hands
pop open-peek-a-boo! Ages




Exciting games of strategy, sus-
pense and laughter. For two to four
players, ages 8 years and up.
• A
Eyes bob, hat spins, rye
squeaks, tongue clicks, or












Disney characters pop up when the
lids are unlocked by 5 activities a
child delights in mastering. Safe,










it's a jigsaw 'and game in one Just
match all the pieces of the same
puzzle and you Win. Ages 4 and up.
Bel-Air5hopping Center
Equal Opportunity Employer
Re.serve,Thelight To _Limit Quantities
The new mind-tickling board
game that's as easy as checkers
to learn with the endless strate-
gic possibilities of a game like
chess to master.
Bounce-a-balance sport stick with en-







' The exciting chase game with Mr. Clob-
ber the crazy kicker. It's -a whack a-
Aoung the. track Aigs ex years and up.
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NOVEMBER 7, 1977 I
will not be responsible
for any debts incurred
except those made by






• BABYSITTER needed for
Ccnaon PORTRAITS;
Wing us yours for extra
TEXAS REFINERY
CORP. offers plenty of
money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regar-
dless of experience,
write C. M. Pate, Pres.,




4:30 p.p. 5 day' week.
'Please call 753-9490._
Size into any size
Wallets low as 24 vents, 8
10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,- "
Free parking_ 
let. tie rear fl-
trance.
WHERE IS Paradise? Is
Jesus Christ in
Paradise? If not, where
is Jesus Christ? For the- -
'answers to these and
any other questions that
- 4, might arise check the
--'4r -pages -of. .the.- jti; _
; strietion book inspired-
: by God for the-use at his
Peopfei-The Holy Bible.
: For assistaike call-753-
0984.
YOUR NEED is ottr
concern. Needline, 753- •
6333.








, Cairn Terriers -Reward
7 offered. tall 7534264 •
after 630-4814-7310. 
MISSING ONEinale blot
; tick hound 4. years °Kt_
: No8,a good hunting dog,


















someone that is ser-
vice inclined and







person only, no phone
calls.
vArrnEss WANTED:- - -
Apply in person or call
492-9785 Gallimores
Reataurent...Hazek
-WANTED WOMAN to do
• alterations. :Apply in







753-9382 after 5 p. m.
- • 




take orders for Lisa -
Jewelry. Call for free
catalogs on toll free-800- .
6.31-1258.





a. yeiatuttues *feel-tests- --: - -
• l
. COMPUTE 01SUPPUNI4TAL WV
1 FOR NEVI ION OLD) HONES I
I I







11 II 11 1  --
III
I 90 1 - 1 •
i t I
I Connect to your present I
ow duct system!
I 1(502)5 54-4 6 2 4 I
YES. DIANA, I MUST GO TO
THE DEEP WOODS TO MAKE












"personal - --and- - Con- --
solidation. Some 6
percent interest loans
from 5,000 to 500,000.
New-business start up.
'17a1V502385,,I7" bet --







the acre or footage. Call
498-8757.
WESTERN KY.




least 3 years experience
as a machinest. Ex-
.- cellent starting. watiea
and company paid
friag  hen-att..", Se_n__
resume to Box 32 G.
COORS; fountain, car
hops. Apply in person




- Wendy's Old Fashion
HatL_Ibitrers now taking
applications for
restaurant to open in
early February.
Training -will be-con= .
ducted
Paducah. Experience. 
"IP 1T WAS1,1ti,FOR THEIV COMMER-not necessary but will be
Contaa-111.- _ • .CIA. LS AIMED NT 141130*,,HOW WOULP.WE
McMillen at Holliday - 1400W WHArCi4E4YASTFITIFT, FOR B KREA -
Inn Thursday,
November 10, 9 a. m. 8p.
m. 9. Situations Wanted 14. Want To Buy
31E 3E1' 3IE E3E3
Experienced
' Mechanic
For a full time






Ptease apply in per-
son.
Vitt, -L--V--------
-- POSSIBLE . stuffing --




• Eureka, _ South Dakota
17_916. 
DA_Y_ _W_AITR SS 
- ---WANITA.D-at-Trenholtus-__
Restaurant. -Apply in- -
person.
NOIR
Girls- to _can on
telephone from
tiff -T. Must h
own transportati
$2.50 per hour. Call





WANTED - Slant Six
triabx. for. A.1966 fledge
Standard Shift. Call 436-
2292.
WANTED - used violin
with bow and ease. Must
- be in good condition.
Calt75794t--
REGISTERED YOUNG ,
..fernide- Blue-Ticlr coon - -
hound. Must be A-1
Squirrel dog on trial
only. Call 753-7508.
- V1E BUY -used',..trailers-
can 1442-1 18 or after , •
-443-8515,




setting, MI carat -
- diamond vial.. White .




Sizes 10-14. $10 each.
Call 753-9404
REPOSSESSED Zenith
console' stereo. With 8
track tape player, AM-
FM stereo and record





tight fitting lid. $5.00
each. Also odd lots of
candy. Coconut candy
- bar, $1.00 per lb. Nut
logs, $1.00 per lb. Call
between 8 and 4:30 753-
4953 Ky. Candy-Co.
CLEAN ,CARPETS THE
save and safe way with
able 1.411itre,... itent.
electric shampooer.
_Western Auto home of
"Wishing Weir -Gift-- -
Shop."
italgt CHILISTIEAS
GIFT worries -will be
over when you come see
a unique collection of
antitputs, depressible
glass and dried flower
arrangements on...
display _inside the Hair -
Dresser Beauty Shop,
201 South 6th St. Sold by
Mrs. Euple Morris
through the Month of
November. Thursday,
F-riday and Saturday-. --
from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
REGULAR -SIZE box









_ lfith Street in Fox
" Meadows, now has _
--f-paternayan z-TaneStrY




--- stitch. 7reWel, And floss
rnde-
Latch hook' In 28
designs, knitting and
crochet yarn. Kits and
accessories for all your
• neecllearts.
CARROLL., 850 compound
bow, 1 year old. also
Bear Kodiak
50 lb. pull. Both set up
for hunting glee-tient
condition. Must sell. Call




437-4894 after 5 p.m.
COMPOUND BOWS -
Wing Thunderbird 45-60
lbs. Wing Chapperal 45-
60 lb. Wing Ketchum 45-
60 lb. Wing arrows. Call
753-6682.
Advertisement for Title IX
Senior Community
Employment Program
APPLICATIONS NEEDED - for part time work,
20 hours per week, $2.50 per hour. Must be at
least 55 years of age and below a certain income
level. Income level varies according to the num-
ber in the family. If you are receiving any type of
public assistance and over -55 you are
-automatically eligible. If interested please con-
tact Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens











across from Post Office,
, Paris 'hi.
SIX ROOMS unfurnished,
garage, central air. 75' x
225' lot. ro ft. off High-
280. 7,000.00. Call
_ 436-2733 after 4 p. rn
--A-YA•11;i1ILE •
Urethane foam. All
sizes, ill din-Sib-ea: Ca-
to your specs West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue 753-6767.
 - CUSTOM MATTRESS
Made any-size for an-
tique beds or campers.













control. $17 per month
wAc. For information
Call
FOR SALE. 12 bleb black
and white television.
Perfect for dorm room




Demco base lineqr. Call
474-2748 or 474-8848.
ZENITH TV SALE. Trade
- --now and save. All color
41%Pir bought,. bola:teen .
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174 -Open 7:30-
5:30 or anytime by
appointment:v-1-
A NEW
  -moo 
°AMMO






1972 12 x OM Fifth Avenue,
2 bedroom. Central air.
Extra nice. Call 753-3280
before 5 or 436-5524 after
6.
_




central beat and air,
tower antenna, front and
back awning with large
garage and large lot. 641
Synth, Furyear:Call 901-
247-5481 or 753-8929.
1974 MOBtLE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air,
underpinning, nice front




mobile home spaces for .
















full bath arid shower.
Close to campus, for 4
or 5 college girls.
Phone
- 753=5108








753-0264; -after 610 489-
2310., . -, - ,
ARC REGISTERED :::.-___
Dalmation - females, f,




 ism. Ise 9,111
ONES 305S.l2th
WANTED DEALERS
To install sprayed foam insulation in old and new
buildings. Tremendous energy saver. Every home
and building owner can use it, and can save them up
to 50% of their heating bills. We are the only
manufacturer that trains how to install with on the
job training and by factory experienced installers.
No fees of any kind. We are interested only in selling
this foam insulation that we manufacture. Can be-
applied all year round. Write: Imperial Coatings ..
Chemicals, 4700 Wissahichon Av. Phila., Pa. 19144,
Mr. Warren. (215)844-0706.
*Engine Repair Park *Tires and Batteries
• Tune-Up Items *Other Items
- •Nelmets and Accessories
Come by and see our lines of pgrts and 
cessories ,
6th & WAN* Street
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BIRD DOG PUPS. Rave
bred my male Brittany
_hoe .,of Cheyenne Sam
with a female, Setter,
anddaughterAt-,"Mr.
--Thor. Should produce a
medium ranging
manageable dog They
are beautiful pups. 7









R South 12th behind J
and S Oil Company.
Friday and Saturday. 7
a.m. till?
INDOOR GARAGE sale,
520 South. 13th Street.




Items. Priced cheap. 3/4






November 12, 1977, 12:30
p. m. Water Valley, Ky.
-----Offering---bells, open
heifers, bred heifers,
cows and calves. Cows
bred to R. W. J. Victor J.





No. B-0. Friday Ilth and






List Your Property with Liz
Ns Met fa. 1534101
ON HIGHWAY 121 West -
stone house and large
Shaded lot. Call 489-2110.
.4g1k6 X 30 X 3C
43. Real Estate
THINK YOU found a
house to beat all others,
then you haven't seen





room with an inviting
fireplace. All this-iilus ii- -
fenced-in back yard, Oh
-yes, we almost forgot to
tell you that this house
has central GAS heat.
The price on this house









FROM MSU - 5
- bedroom brick, 2 baths,
carpeting, drapes,




x 22 concrete patio, 12 x
16 outside storage shed,
- cupancy too! Gall John etc. Immediate
C. Newbauer Real possession. Call Stinson
Estate at 753-0101 or Realty, 753-3744 for
contact --Ont---of
competent salespeople,
Bob Rodgers at 753-
7116.
JUST LISTED - In-
vestment Property . , an
• apartment building . . .
five apartments plus 2
garage apartments.
.Excellent location -
zoned B-2. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
REALTORS
South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7531961
NEAR THE UNIVER-
srry-The price Is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
arta. Felieed backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222,
or come by our con-
veniently located office
at 711 Main Street.






- ••PlIESCRW. TIONS - -
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
eHOLUSTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
NOTICE
The Henry t'.. Elliott House and Let raated at 502
Pine Street in Murray will be sold at public auction
on Thursday, November 10, 1977, at 2:30 o'clock p.
m. at the above address.
This sale is being conducted by the Personal
Representative in order to settle the estate.
Terms of the sale will be for cash upon delivery of
deed within five (5) days following sale date.
A representative of the estate will be present at
the house for two hours prior to time of sale for
I
prospective bidders to inspect the property.
A minimum bid will be announced by the
representative of the estate at the beginning of the
sale.
AUCTION SALE
Nov. 10, 10 a.m.
S & L AUCTION CO.
Location: Turn right on Coleman road off Hwy.
60 West, vs mile East of 1-24, Paducah; Ky. .
TRACTORS AND EQUIPMENT
2 Row Allis Chalmer-C with equipment, 440 In-
ternational with equipment, International-C with
equipment, 3 Ford tractors; includes a 1952 and
1949. A new 6600 Ford tractor with end-laoder
(used approx. 150 hrs.), 1-4 bottom plow, 1-3 bot-
tom plow, 2 oick-up discs, trailer axles.
TRUCKS AND AUTOS
63 Model Oldsmobile, nice, 61 Chevy 3i ton, 41
model 1 ton GMC, 63 Dodge 1/2 ton, 59 In-
ternational 1/2 ton, 71 Ford 1 ton with grain bed.
TRACTORS, TRUCKS AND EQUIPMENT
WILL BE SOLD BEGINNING AT 1:30
Antiques, primitive type furniture, household
and furniture, yard and lawn-equipment (61/2 HP
Sears shredder/bagger), office equipment, 4
drawer filing cabinet, 10 ft. office couch, etc.
MISCELLANEOUS
Bicycles, 10 speed, drum;', portable sewing
machine, items too numerous to mention.
TERMS OF SALE:
Cash, out of town cpecks accompanied by






Insurance #1 Real Estate-.
Southside Court Square
Murray, Kentucky - -
- 753-4451
WHY RENT? About 6
miles West, •double




























Your K., Prop4 In Reel bra'."
753-1724
WI Sycamore Merrey, Ky.
EOPPERUD REALTY
46 Homes Fo# sale 49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR SALE BY OWNER 1971 DATSUN 510
3 bedrr#,n. house, automatic transmission,
-Hoer Univer -Nitwit- air conditioned. Power'
In 20's. r,t..1 753-87y4 disc brakes Call .474-







baths, large -den With
wood burning fireplace,
living etionz-dining are.. _
Kitchen with all built-
has five full-time sales ins. Lois of closet space
professionals to assist including walk-in. 2700 1972 FORD GRAND
you in Rear Estate sq. ft. Call 753-9208 after Torino. Loaded withmatters. If you have a 6 p.m. extras. Priced at $1050.
._question_rqer_di_ n_ g any  Must sell. Call 436-2502
phase of real estate  -or759-1 .
activity, give us a call at BY OWNER 3 bedroom 
753-1222, or stop by our modern home and 31/2 1971 MERCURY Montego
conveniently located -acres with 460 it mid station wagoe, double
. _clic. sit711 Main. We d- ----.1rontago. Bloek :- • -power -And al"-- Very-
Kopperuci „Realty ,wiat,_ - building Irtli-"ineit." --C---  --good ainditloo.-Call-75V-
to be YOUR Real.Estak _pgiS1F, well: aid- nice. 8693• *--' ' - -----
- People  - hare. .110iiie  EartiMAY- . 7 
• •   ... 
.  A:meted, has fireTlace 1971 OLDS CUTLASS &
ATTRACTIVE OF- Ind built-in gas 'range eali 753462. FERING-645 N. 4th and dishwasher. '
Street. Comfortable and Country setting, 6 miles 1675 - PLYMOUTH, new
desirable country-like North of Paris, Ten- power brakes and 100
_ place in the city. nessee on Old Murray volt alternator, good
Paris Road. Priced to tires,-alr'condilion;lind
other extras. Must sell.





Fewer and air. AM-FM
radio. 11195. 1871 GMC
pickup, good condition.
$1295.4 Call 09-2596.
Aluminum siding 2 or 3
bedroom house in peak sell. Call 901-932-37M,
- " all-to4-01- "Ciipeting, 
'Troy, Tennessee. Priced below book price.-:-..- ___conclitiosLElectric heat,
draperies. situated iiit -1:- you FINISH and save - lt71 COUNTRY SQUIREacre tree-shaded lot.
thr" 3 bedroom h°uses Ford LTD. Double UlKief • • tr---Under coilArtleTIOlt 13119--- power and air. Call 753-come by, .105 N. 12th when firnshed on outside 3110.
"Eatate, 753-8080:- - -..- -
Boyd Majors Real or contractor will. Rive
finished. Call 489- •2110.
FOUR BEDROOM home
and 20 acres. Frame
borne In lovely wooded
area Wtt1t"' ap- -
proximately 10 acres
tendable. Good location
8 miles northwest of
Murray. For mere in-
formation phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222.
We are workfng halt to




bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $17,9001_ Don't
delay-phone us today on
this fine property -
Kopperud Realty, 753.-
1222. We provide the full






-1707 OLIVE. 3 or. 2 bath
brick home 2 blocks
from campus. Has small
upstairs-apartment imd-
detached.40artmeat.
Should rent for $200
monthly. $49,500. Wilson














44. Lots For Sale
LARGE LOT on 121 West.
has 30 x 60 block barn,- .
could be used for some .
type of business. Call- -
489-2110.
45 Farms For Sale
WEST OF MURRAY -36
acres, 49 acres, 77 acres,
or 85 acres. Call 
489iIIbIT
-
You Have A Doctor
You Have A lawyer
You Have An Accountant
• - You NEED A REALTOR




Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707 or 759-1716
is
GOODBYE TO CITY CRAMPS
- -Brick ranch home, 71) x 34 overall size. Three big
_
bedrooms with double closets, completely built-
in • kitchen, huge den with log burning stone
fireplace, main bath has marble vanity top and
tub area. 3 acres and 3-horse stable. Just 4 miles
from eity on Hwy. 121 South. Absolutely nothing.




THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FR/ENbl. Y rotro-r
Audro Moody 753 9036 Homer Miller 753-7519
Warren Shropshire 753-8277 Reuben Moody 753-9036
Barbara Erwin 75314T36 Rik Hltoll 731-2387 -
47 Motorc)c.les
LAY-AWAY-a helmet-or"
- imp- er---ImotorcYcle -
accessory. Now at Town WHITE CAMPER SALES
and Country Yamaha, authorized dealer for
-MarraF,-KY- -153-8078-------bath-Starcraf- at nd Fan' -F011-11ACKHOE- -end
Travel trailers and pop bulldozing needs. Call
LAY AWAY a Yamaha up. Take advantage of 437-4533 or after 8 p.m.
motorcycle now at Town fail Prices on new 78 354-8161 or 354-8138.
and Country Yamaha, models and be ready for
kfm-ray; -15640997-- spring- Bank financing
liable. Located 4
miles East of Murray on
-Highway 94. Call 753-
0605.
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one owner. Tilt
Wheel, landau top,
excellent buy. Call 753-
4331
50 Campers
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 CAMARO SS, 350
automatic, extra nice. B 
Allis Chalmer tractor, WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
plow and cultivator. Call TRAILERS - complete
after 5 p.m. 474-2392. sales aod
department at' 1-24 and
1976 GRAND PRIX., low _ Route 68, Cadiz, Ky. Call
mileage, one ownett Tat _ 5 --
wheel, landau top, ex-





air condition, 4 speed,
new wheels and tires.
$3400. 1968 Dodge grain
--truck,'61850. 1967'Dodge
truck tractor, $650. Call
489-2792.
1971 FORD MUSTANG 6
cylinder, engine, 3 -
speed. Good condition.
Best offer to 1200.00.
Call after 5:30 436-5344s,
51 Services Offered
CUSTOM CARPET care.
Steam clan one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and v.,
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4110. A 10'
10' room would only be
68.00. Call 753-1335.
FENCE SALES at Sears_
now. Call Doug Taylor




cut. Call 7534707. home or industrial. Call













steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
hatritetsrr`cleaning the
finest hopes for over 30
years, and are Number 1




Ira kfleritA ZS; full - -
power and air. Four
door hardtop. Call 474-
2771 after 5 p. m.
19_73_ 610NTE_CARLO.
Gold, AM' and tape.
2550.00. Call 753-6054. -
- 1912 CHEVROLET El
Camino 350, air, power
steiring and. brakes "
Excellent- condition.
2200.00 firm. Call 753-




up. 327 .trituiuetic with
wide tires and wheels
_INA. Call 3ft_g-. 6217. 
1973 VEGA GT, full power
and air. $925. Call 753-.
9225 before 5:30.
1668 PONTIAC LE
MANS, motor in good
shape. Great work :air.
gain Must sell. Call
after 54750458.-







heavy duty, 18,000 miles.
Super Single Aires.
4,000.00 firm. Call 753-
7981.
tar





641 Auction House, Paris, Tennessee
This treek good load from St.-bouis. Rouncifront -
china cabinet, 9 piece dining room- suite,
bedroom suite. oriental rugs, Door mms, lots of
good glass, dishes, small items of all kinds. This




Just listed this beautiful and spacious 4 bedroom,
21/2 bath home in Gatesborough Subdivision.
Almost 3,000 square feet of comfortable, well
designed living area in this 2-story brick h
Ceara} naturalgas heat, lovely fireplace
mal dining room, private patio with gas g
we could goon and on! Why not takg a look at this









decorative rock or stock




ficient service._ NO job









installed . per your











struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.









-by Sears save -on these
_high heat and tvolhig







-pane awnings and roofs
sealed, white or silver.
Call Jack Glover, 753-
1873 after 5, or weekends.
INSULATION SAVES
11$• Attics and walls
blown. Free estimates.
Call 753-3316.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
' needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





and top BOIL -Call Joe
Bard, 436-2306._
po YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to, 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
HAVING TROUBLE
--getting ' those small




TRICIAN and gas bi-
stallation will .do
plumbing, heating. and
























Illoorod:may to um. boy • RAM miad mom. Complete aml
to* maws* hi op to VW& otomitod, bet v#111 prom lay sIzo










tfl Shop Spraying at Via fernitwe-Shotters
Parking Lot Striping
No Job Too Largo or Too Small











ALL YOU CAN EAT
- COUNTRY HAM - CATFISH - FRIED CHICKEN
SCOTTY BELL AT THE ORGAN
WED. -.THURS. -_SUN._
TOUCH OF CLASS BAND TUES.-FRI.-SAT.
Save your Christmas Shopping For The
GENERAL STORE-OPENING NOV. 15th
Most unique gifts anywhere!
d__2_22_21-2 1-1-99-1)2 a ElLa_La E.La ii t
,This 2 bedroom home is one of our best buys tor the
money. Maintenance free aluminum siding, dry basement
(perfect playroom), carpeted, 2 Car garage_located on
large lot only 2 macs from town. All or this, and only
priced in the low 320's. Want to keep your cost downi




Loretta lobs - 751-6071 Brenda tones -253-116.60
Helen Spann - 753457'9 Glenda Smith - 7534490 .
. _ANN Whitetail - 437-4444
-41
• -1
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IGA Halves 303 Can 2
Pears

















Coconut 7 "-• Pkg* 69'
1 Van Camp 300 CanPork & Beans
Gala
Towels


























































Excluding Tobacco & Dairy .






















US Choice—Cut & Wrapped Free
Whole 












Tuna 61 2 oz. can 6 9 I Ice Cream 59°









14 oz. bot. 3/
-
$100 
OLD DETERGENT gz: 99c
POTATOES
10 LB. BAG



























SAVE ON HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS AT JIM ADAMS
BAYER TICKLE I LISTERMINT I EFFERDENT
ASPIRIN DEODORANT MOUTHWASH
100 CT. 2 oz. ROLL-ON 18 Oz. BOTTLE



















Everfreih Frozen - 120i 014-
